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Abstract 

Hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy (HIE) secondary to perinatal asphyxia occurs when the brain does not 

receive enough oxygen and blood. Oxygen deprivation can be caused by knotting of the umbilical cord, 

failure to breathe at birth, as well as a difficult birth. HIE is a dangerous condition that requires 

immediate medical intervention, e.g., therapeutic hypothermia. HIE due to acute perinatal asphyxia remains an 

important cause of mortality and neurodevelopmental impairment in childhood. HIE accounts for mortality numbers 

in excess of 840,000 annually or 23% of all neonatal deaths worldwide and much more significant rates of 

morbidity. Therefore, a surrogate marker for “intact survival” is necessary for the management of HIE. The 

challenge is early detection of the severity of HIE at the point-of-care. The severity of HIE can be graded 

based on the clinical presentation including  the presence of seizures using a clinical classification scale 

called Sarnat staging. The clinician identifies infant’s alertness, muscle tone, seizures, pupils, respiration, 

and duration of the illness to determine Sarnat grade of mild, moderate, or severe. However, Sarnat staging 

is subjective, and the score changes over time. Also, seizures are difficult to detect clinically and are 

associated with poor prognosis. Therefore, a tool for continuous monitoring at the cot-side is necessary, e.g., 

conventional electroencephalogram (EEG) that non-invasively measures the electrical activity of the brain 

from the scalp. Full multi-channel EEG with at least nine and a maximum of 40 electrodes on the scalp 

and face takes at least 60 minutes of careful handling by trained personnel. Amplitude-integrated EEG 

(aEEG) is more straightforward with three (one differential channels) to five (two differential channels) 

electrodes attached to the scalp and highly correlates with conventional EEG in identifying abnormal power 

in the signal. Therefore, the aim of this project was to construct a prognostic algorithm based on EEG, to 

differentiate between normal, hypoxic, and ictal states in a perinatal ovine model of hypoxia with low computational 

expense applicable to limited resource setting. The algorithmic prognosis is done by classifying the parameters of a 

fourth order autoregressive (AR) model on a two electrode differential EEG measuring system, with varying states 

of oxygenation by tracking the position of the AR parameters relative to previously defined decision planes. In this 

project, I closely integrated computational modeling and EEG neuro-monitoring with animal studies, to investigate 

the global neuronal state during birth asphyxia and resuscitation towards clinical translation in the future. Our AR 

based algorithm can be easily implemented in a mobile handheld device that is under development for early 

classification of HIE severity at the point-of-care. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Asphyxia induced injuries are one of the most common causes of neonatal death worldwide, accounting for 

approximately 23 percent of all neonatal fatalities. Medically referred to as hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy or 

H.I.E, worldwide it is approximated to account for mortality numbers of in excess of one million annually, also 

accounts for considerably higher numbers of chronic neurological deficits. Although H.I.E. has such an immense 

impact, it lacks an adequate rapid diagnostic method. et (Bryce, Jennifer, al, 2005) 

H.I.E. dictates that there is an immediate and prolonged lack of oxygen entering the brain; which causes 

serious neuronal damage within a very short window of time; approximately two to three minutes if complete lack 

of oxygen and will lead to a cease in any neuronal activity shortly thereafter. Due to the direct effect of H.I.E on 

neuronal state, current methods of monitoring and outcome prediction are predominantly based on 

electroencephalogram, EEG, which measures the neuron activity in the cerebral cortex. Current methods of HIE 

detection and prognosis are clinic based such as amplitude integrated EEG or MRI. 

aEEG has been shown to be a very effective method of prognosis for long term neurologic deficits induced 

by H.I.E, with around a ninety percent accurate classification percentage at six hours after injury in both positive and 

negative predictions; Positive predictions dictating that a subject will have significant deficits caused by the hypoxic 

event and negative characterizing recovery of normal neuronal function after the injury. In most studies, the least 

amount of time to obtain an accepted and accurate prediction of extended deficits was found to be around six hours 

and the lowest acceptable being three hours; where the positive prediction percentages are below eighty percent, and 

prior to that the method lacks any consistent predictive value. (del Río, R., et al, 2016) (Toet, M. C. et al, 1999) 

Other alternative methods for prognoses in H.I.E, such as magnetic resonance imaging or M.R.I. have 

fallen out of favor as they either lack prognostic ability or speed. For example T1 and T2 weighted imaging methods 

take approximately one week for accurate prognosis due to brain swelling during the injury. At that point the 

diagnosis is at best according to a meta-analysis done by van Learhoven, is on par with the 6 hour aEEG with a 

positive predictive score of eighty three percent and a negative ninety percent. Laerhoven, Henriette, 2013)(van 
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Though HIE has clinic based prognostic methods, it lacks a real time point of care device that has mobility. 

In this project the major goal it to provide a novel algorithm that requires small amounts of computing power to 

identify the real time state of the patient, for use on a point of care device outside of the clinical setting. 

As stated previously, a hypoxic state can be rapidly detrimental and quickly affect the neurons in brain due 

to the large amount of oxygen needed in continuous supply (~10ml/100g tissue/min), due to high demand and low 

reserve. Leading to large changes in neuronal firing that can be shown by analyzing the power spectral changes. 

Hypoxic environment effects on power spectrum have been extensively studied in both humans and in animal 

models. (Choi. Dennis, et al. 1990) 

The power spectrum of the signal is the energy distribution of the signal per unit time in the frequency 

domain. As EEG is notoriously difficult to work with due to its relatively low signal to noise ratio and artifacts, EEG 

is most often analyzed in the frequency domain. The spectral density, more commonly referred to as the power 

spectrum of the signal, makes the signal easier to understand by showing its properties. Some frequencies due to 

their clinical significance have been highlighted. Delta, Theta, Alpha, Beta and Gamma in ranges of 0-4Hz, 4-7 Hz, 

8-12Hz, 12-30Hz and above 30Hz, respectively. Each of these bands have specific and significant meanings. But 

some of the more significant band waves for use in the area of H.I.E. are Theta, Alpha and Gamma. 

Theta waves as stated previously are relatively low frequency impulses that have been experimentally 

found to have serious cognitive effects on memory performance and function. Shown in a literature review 

conducted by Kilmech, this frequency in neuronal firing has been to effect memory recall. Alpha waves also have 

significant correlation show in cognition and memory recall events as well. (Klimesh, Wolfgang, 1998) (Klimesh, 

Wolfgang, 1999) 

Gamma frequency neuron firing has been hypothesized to control logical thinking and perception and has 

significant changes during ictal activity, which during a severe hypoxic event seizures occur often. Seizures are 

prolonged hyperactivity of brain neurons that are synchronized in a spatiotemporal field, which causes severe 

neurologic damage. (Cotic M, et al. 2011) 

Subjects for the reviewed human studies of hypoxic effect on power spectrum ranged from sixteen to forty 

one years old and each study used the method of hypobaric oxygen deprivation to induce hypoxia. Which induces a 
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lack of oxygen via simulating a high altitude environment, where concentrations of oxygen are much lower; Leaving 

subjects in these environments for extended periods of time to safely induce hypoxia. All studies simulated at least 

up to six thousand meters of elevation. (Ozaki, Hisaki, et al. 1995)(Papadelis, Christos et al. 2007) 

In each of these studies the EEG power spectrum was calculated. The power spectra in all of the 

experiments showed a general increase in activity in specific frequency bands. Papadelis et al showed a wide spread 

increase in alpha and theta band power at 25000 ft. Leading to a ten to sixty percent rise in overall spectral power, 

but a slowing of the signal. Also shown was a spatial difference in the alpha and theta power, as anterior portions of 

the cerebrum had larger power increases than that of the posterior portions in these frequencies, hypothesized as an 

attempt to maintain cognitive function in the hypoxic environment. et (Papadelis, Christos al. 2007) 

In a similar protocol Ozaki et al, also showed an overall increase in the power of the theta frequency firing. 

But, showed significant power decreases in the alpha frequency during hypoxia. Both protocols had similar 

maximum altitudes, twenty five thousand feet and six thousand meters respectively. Both used hypobaric chambers 

to induce the hypoxic state, and measured EEG in a similar fashion. The two significant differences were found, 

time at altitude and rate of simulated accent. In Papadelis .et al the rate of accent used was five thousand feet per 

minute, or fifteen hundred and twenty four meters per min and stayed at the desired altitude for ten minutes; In 

Ozaki et al. the rate of accent was about one tenth the speed, one hundred and fifty meters per minute and the subject 

was keep at the altitude for twenty five minutes. The two differences in protocols provide a more complete 

understanding of the brain tissues initial resilience to maintain increased activity for a short period to account for the 

decrease in oxygen via higher rates of breathing and heart rate, but at a longer period it seem to not have adequate 

intake of oxygen to maintain the increase neuron firing and the power eventually decreases. et (Ozaki, Hisaki, al. 

1995)(Papadelis, Christos et al. 2007) 

Though hypobaric hypoxia can give a relatively safe prospect of the effect of a hypoxic state on neuronal 

activity due to the sufficient amount of oxygen still being available to the subject. Other types of hypoxia exist 

which are deemed unethical to induce in human models, anemic and ischemic hypoxia. Anemic hypoxia is caused 

by a lack of oxygenated blood due to issues with the hemoglobin and ischemic hypoxia which is caused by either 

arterial obstructions or vasoconstriction. For the basis of the project the ischemic hypoxia will be extensively 

reviewed. 
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The effect of ischemic hypoxia on the EEG power spectrum has been extensively researched in animal 

models. Two publications that will be discussed are Goel, V. et al, and Zayachkivsky, A. et al. 

In the publication by Goel, V. et al. the animal model of a neonatal piglet was used, first hypobaric hypoxia 

was induced for thirty minutes, using ten percent oxygen concentration in air. Then, the airway was occluded for 

seven minutes during which the piglet neural firing ceased and the piglet was resuscitated afterwards. During the 

entire protocol the EEG was being monitored and the piglet was anesthetized. In the end of both segments of the 

power was calculated and decreased a 150% after the hypobaric hypoxia phase, and almost a complete loss of firing 

after ischemic hypoxia. An illustration of the powers spectrum at the end of each segment is shown in Figure 1. The 

figure shows visually the magnitude of the effect that the severe hypoxic state has on the power spectrum and as 

stated previously the low frequency, alpha and theta firing, has been affected most by the hypoxic environment. 

(Goel, Vaibhava. et al. 1996) 

Figure 1: Shows the power spectra at the end of control, hypobaric, and ischemic hypoxia, and then at the end of 

the recovery phase. Showing that the induced hypoxic state had an immense impact on the neurological state with 

the largest magnitude of change occurring in the theta and alpha frequencies. (Figure 5 from Goel) 

Zayachklvsky et al tested the power spectrum of rat pups in both a hypobaric and ischemic hypoxic state. 

The hypobaric hypoxia was achieved by making an 8% percent oxygen gaseous environment. The ischemic state 

was done by clamping and cauterizing the carotid artery of the rat pups. In these states the rat pups EEG was 

measured for 2 hours and the spectrum was calculated at the end of each hour. In both cases the overall power and 

the power in the theta and alpha band had increased. Figure 2 which shows the raw and normalized spectrum of 

power at the end of each hour in the delta, theta, and alpha bands for hypobaric and ischemic hypoxia, labeled Ha 

and Hi respectively. et (Zayachklvsky al. 2015) 
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Figure 2-Figure 4 from Zayachkivsky, A et al 

showing raw and normalized power spectral 

increases in both hypobaric and ischemic hypoxia in 

rat pups for hours one and two. The Top row of plots 

are the hour one plots the red line denotes the 

hypobaric hypoxia, the blue connotes ischemic 

hypoxia. 

This is contrary to the findings of Goel et al. and could have been caused by a multitude of reasons. First, 

the size of the brains for rats are significantly smaller than that of the piglet; therefore, requiring less oxygen to 

maintain neural consciousness. Secondly, the ischemic hypoxia was induced by preventing the flow in only the 

carotid artery, therefore there is still some oxygen flow through other vasculature, though significantly decreased, 

the tissue is still acquiring some oxygen. These are hypothesized reasons for the discrepancy in results from the two 

publications, these findings are significant in showing a similarity in the neuron functioning during hypoxia in both 

animal and human models, showing a validation of application of animal model results for human in neural 

functionality. (Zayachklvsky et al. 2015) (Goel, Vaibhava. et al. 1996) 

Though it has been shown that the power is detrimentally effected by a complete loss of oxygen, the 

calculation to find the power spectrum is computationally expensive, therefore its use on a point of care device is 

limited by the memory and computational ability of mobile devices. There are many methods such as discrete 

Fourier transform (DFT) and fast Fourier transform (FFT) that calculate the frequency domain aspects of a time 

signal. But, this domain transition is computationally expensive. The faster of the two algorithms is FFT, which 

came about to analyze larger datasets, but still lacks rapid response and needs expensive graphic processing units 

(GPU’s) to do parallel computations for rapid results. Which require high amounts of power and space not available 

on mobile devices, for this reason a time domain features need to be analyzed for mobile detection of neural state. 

(Ritchie, D. W. et all. 2010) 
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Due to extremely low signal to noise ratio in EEG there are only few time domain features that can be 

extracted. Some of the time domain features that are used in EEG classification are Hjorth parameters, aEEG, and 

autoregressive modeling. Hjorth parameters are simple statistical calculations on the EEG signal; with the first 

parameter known as the activity of the signal, is the variance of the amplitude for a window of the signal in time. 

The second Hjorth parameter is known as the mobility of the signal. The mobility is defined as the square root of the 

ratio of the first parameter of the rate of change of the signal, divided by the actual first parameter of the signal; or 

the rate of change of the activity divided by the activity of the signal. The last of the Hjorth parameter is known as 

the complexity of the signal. Which is the second derivative of the activity divided by the first derivative if the 

activity. Each of these parameters should have some change in HIE but have fallen out of favor based on more 

accurate methods. (Greene, B. R et al. 2008) 

aEEG as explained previously is the major tool for long term prognosis of HIE. Though it does not provide 

real time state data as the aEEG method uses ten minute windows for calculation and needs 6 hours for accurate 

prognosis. 

The last method of time domain features is an autoregressive model that take a segment of data and 

attempts to fit the current output by a linear combination of previous data points multiplied by parameters that have 

a fixed value through the segment. The autoregressive (AR) model, requires only minor matrix calculations to 

acquire these parameter values. Although the model itself only fits a stochastic systems, due to the nonlinearity of 

biological systems the model needs to be manipulated and optimized to properly fit the data. If this modeling 

method is used, it requires validation of the fit of the model to ensure that the data is adequately capturing the EEG 

signal (Greene, B. R et al. 2008) 

The interesting portion of AR modeling is if the model adequately fits the data, the power spectrum trends 

are captured in the transfer function output of the model, and can be reconstructed. Therefore in a way providing a 

more robust frequency domain feature that is extremely well defined and known in EEG; while lessening the 

computational expense with the calculation remaining in the time domain. 

Though there are many methods provided for both diagnosis and prognosis of state in HIE, there is no 

method that can classify state using one feature rapidly in the time domain. In this project the method that will be 

used to try and classify the EEG in state will be an AR model, which attempts to recreate the current output based on 
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a linear combination of previous outputs, multiplied by parameters whose value is optimized, and stays constant 

throughout the window of data being modeled. If data is segmented based on normal, or hypoxic state. 

If this autoregressive model adequately fits the data, a prognostic classifier may be able to be generated in a 

similar fashion to this publication produced by Ahmed et al. which used an SVM classification kernel to determine 

prognoses of fifty four subjects after onset of HIE. A first classifier was used to determine the best parameters of the 

fifty five features to use for long term prognosis, then using the chosen parameters as features for a SVM classifier. 

The group developed a extensively detailed classifier that uses a majority voting at the end of the prognostic SVM to 

determine the best estimation of an outcome based on a one to four clinical grade that is wildly used; a grade of one 

being non to mild abnormalities, two being moderate, three being major EEG depression, and four being a severe 

EEG discontinuity. This classifier overall had a eighty seven percent accuracy on classifying grade of recovery of 

neonates from HIE, and to this moment this is the most effective such classifier in this area, others being as accurate 

as seventy seven percent (Stevenson, N, J. 2013); Which show an ability to use features of an EEG signal in 

neonates to determine long-term prognoses in HIE. et (Ahmed Rehan. al. 2015) 

This prognostic capability is the long term goal for the entirety of the project and will not be the goal of this 

particular portion. The goal for this portion of the project is to validate the use of the AR model on capturing the 

differentiable EEG of neonatal subjects during a simulated HIE injury, and showing with the output of the model 

showing the ability to identify the current state of the subject. Then applying the low cost algorithm on a mobile 

device to create robust transmittable results that allow for point of care detection of the onset of HIE during birth. 
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Chapter 2: Materials and Methods 

Materials Provided: 

The data provided for use in this project was a differential EEG function monitor and time noted major 

events that were as follows: Start of EEG, or the start of the experiment; Delivery, when asphyxiation of the subject 

began, from the start of EEG to the start of asphyxiation was taken as the control or normal data. The next major 

event provided was the point of no cardiovascular function, known as asystole. The data between the time of 

delivery and asystole was considered ischemic data. The next event provided was the start of resuscitation. Data 

between the asystole and the start of resuscitation events was considered the asystole segment. These two portions 

the ischemia and the asystole phase were combined into a more generalized hypoxic phase. The last major event 

label was the recovery of spontaneous circulation or ROSC. The data between the start of resuscitation and ROSC 

was considered chest compression segment and afterwards was denoted as the recovery segment. The data was 

extracted in the following procedure: 

Experimental Procedure: 

The preparation of the ovine subjects were conducted in accordance with Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee at the State University of New York at Buffalo. Term (140-147 days) pregnant ewes were used obtained 

from New Pasteur Family Farms (Attica, NY); after an overnight fast were anesthetized via intravenous diazepam 

and ketamine. The ewe was continuously monitored using a pulse oximeter and an end-tidal carbon dioxide monitor. 

Then the ewe was intubated with a 10 mm cuffed endotracheal tube and ventilated at 21% percent oxygen and 2-3% 

percent isoflurane at a breathing rate of 16 breaths per minute. The neonatal ovine were delivered via caesarian 

section and partially exteriorized and intubated. Once the delivery process was completed, excess fluid that 

remained in the lungs of the neonate was removed via passive measures; By a tilting of the head back and forth 

simulating the process by which fluid is removed during birth. Once excess liquid is removed, the airway was 

occluded to prevent gas exchange. Catheters were then placed in the jugular vein, and right carotid artery to sample 

blood and provide administration of any necessary medication. A two millimeter flow probe (Transonic Systems 

Inc, Ithaca NY) was placed around the left carotid artery and a four millimeter flow probe was placed in the left 

pulmonary artery. Electrocardiogram electrodes were then placed in the right and left axilla and right inguinal area, a 

standard three lead setup. The ECG100C (Biopac. Inc) was used with Acknowledge software to record data from 
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the leads I, II and III of the E.C.G. Preductal arterial oxygenated hemoglobin saturation was monitored by a pulse 

oximeter placed on the right forelimb of the neonate. EEG probes (Biopac. Inc) were placed on the head and 

connected to the BIOPAC for continuous measurement. 

Following instrumentation, the umbilical cord was occluded until asystole, which is defined as the 

complete lack of carotid artery flow, arterial blood pressure and heart rate. The lamb remained in asystole for five 

minutes, then resuscitation was initiated. Positive pressure ventilation (PPV) via endotracheal tube was provided 

with twenty one percent oxygen and was done using a T-piece resuscitator at pressures of 35/5 cm of water at a rate 

of forty breaths per minute. After a minute of ventilation, chest compressions were initiated and coordinated with 

chest compressions (CC) in the ratio of 3:1 (3 CC: 1 PPV). After 5 minutes of resuscitation, if the lambs did not 

have spontaneous return of circulation (ROSC – defined as heart rate >60/m with systolic blood pressures >30 

mmHg), medications (epinephrine or vasopressin) was administered via an umbilical venous catheter. Blood gases 

were obtained in intervals and the lambs were ventilated after ROSC for 2-3 hours. If the lambs did have ROSC, the 

resuscitation was stopped at 20 minutes.( et al. 2017)Vali, P. 
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Figure 3- Experimental instrumentation setup of the neonatal ovine during the experiment. This Figure was taken 

from Figure 1 of Vali, P. et al. 2017, from which many of the collaborators on the project worked. The only missing 

component is the EEG electrode placement, which are placed on the forehead of the neonatal ovine. 

The five subjects analyzed during this project with a range in gestational time from 139- 142 days. 

Therefore cerebral neuronal networks should behave in the similar manner across subjects. Another matter of 

importance is if the neonates are if the subjects developed as twins. This is of importance due to the increased 

exposure of the second lamb born to hypoxic state due to the first experiment. The 11/16 dataset is the only dataset 

used that contained twins. 
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Physician Manual 
Labeling: 

Subjects Gestational Time (Days) Weight (lbs) Sex 

11/16-1 142 5.5 Male 

12/13 141 3.05 Female 

3/26 139 4 Male 

11/16-2 142 5.5 Male 

11/15 141 4.4 Male 

Table 1: Shows details on the five ovine subjects used in this project. Each of the subjects are considered full term. 

Project Work Flow 

The workflow of this projects will follow five major portions; Raw Data Extraction, Preprocessing, 

Autoregressive Modeling, Classification, and Validation. The work flow explicitly listed in the Work flow figure 

and has to be followed diligently to obtain results in a linear model from a differential EEG system. 

Work Flow: an illustration of the work completed in the project 
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Raw Data Extraction 

The algorithm initially begins with the raw data provided, which contains forty eight channels worth of 

data. The major concern of this algorithm is solely on the E.E.G. and the Carotid artery flow, which are parsed out 

of the data and the rest is neglected. Also initially provided was a spreadsheet that has all of events that took place 

during the procedure. From this the major points are extracted. After R.O.S.C. ten minutes of data is kept, which is 

used to show if any rapid recovery has taken place. After that the rest of the collected data was discarded, and time 

stamps are added to both sets of data for each point. 

Preprocessing: Chest Compression Removal 

Any modification done to the raw data needs to be merited and validated. As E.E.G. is largely affected by 

movement artifacts the data segment with the chest compressions was completely removed from the used data set. 

The reason this data was discarded was the chest compressions themselves caused very large movement artifacts 

shown in Figure 4. To properly maintain segments the event labels needed to be scaled for the loss of the chest 

compression segment. This same process is repeated every time that data is removed. 

Figure 4: Removed raw EEG from the chest compression segment. Shown is the cyclical movement artifacts caused 

by the resuscitation attempts. 
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Data points 

Preprocessing: Removal of Flat Lines 

The next stage in the preprocessing was to remove sections of data where electrode contact was lost or 

obstructed. This can show itself in the signal is a flat line artifact. The Flat lines were removed in this project 

measuring the standard deviation of the signal over a segment of data, fifth of a second at a sampling frequency of 

five hundred hertz. If the standard deviation along the segment is very small it was approximated to a flat line and it 

was removed from the data. In Figure 5 is the data removed determined to have flat lines by the algorithm. 

Figure 5: The data removed due to flat lines. Occurring when the sensor electrode is removed. 

Preprocessing: Correcting for Baseline Drift 

The removal baseline drift is the next phase of the preprocessing pipeline, which is defined as the average 

of the data drifting from zero. As EEG is considered a zero mean signal where only the variations are measured. If 

the signal mean is not zero over a sufficient window it is considered an artifact. But this data cannot simply be 

discarded as baseline drift occurs often throughout the dataset. The data itself is adjusted back to a zero mean by 

taking one thousand data points, which amounts to two seconds of data, using the DETREND function in MATLAB 

to correct for the drift within the windowed 1000 point segment. Then, the overall mean of the segment is calculated 

and adjusting zero, adjusting the data on zero mean. 

Preprocessing: Band-Pass Filtering of Data 

After the removal of baseline drift, the EEG signal that remained was filtered in the physiological 

frequency range. This was done designing a band pass filter with cutoff frequencies that were set to 0.5 to 50Hz 

removing both low frequency artifacts and high frequency noise. The other parameters for any filter is the order, 

which denotes the amount of coefficients used in the transfer function of the filter. This filter used in this project was 
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a fifth order filter as any higher filter order in project, with the specific cutoff frequencies lead toa unstable filter 

using the butter function in MATLAB. 

Preprocessing: Seizure Identification Classifier 

The next stage of the preprocessing pipeline was to label ictal activity in the data, as this activity occurs 

frequently in neonates and need to be monitored. For this to be done a classifier had to be trained for the purpose of 

identification. 

With any classifier, a valid and applicable dataset is needed for adequate performance. The training dataset 

used was provided by Children’s Hospital of Boston and Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The CHB-MIT 

scalp EEG dataset contains 22 subjects worth of data, on children whom have been removed from antiepileptic 

medication whom incurred some neuronal injury causing seizures. The sampling rate for all the data was 256Hz and 

the international 10-20 standard montage was used for recoding. A physician trained in EEG based seizure detection 

manually labeled the occurrence of ictal activity. et (Goldberger AL, al, 2000) 

To train the classifier six subjects data was extracted from the dataset, subjects 1, 4, 7, 10, 15, and 18 were 

selected. One hour of data with ictal activity was chosen from each of the subjects and manually labeled based on 

the time of event provided by the physician. To maximize the scalability of the classifier from the dataset to the 

differential EEG, only one channel of data was chosen. Based on the method in which the differential EEG was 

placed, the most similar placement on the 10-20 montage was the Fz-Cz pair. 

The Fz-Cz electrode data for each subject was cleaned in the same manner as the experimental data. After 

preprocessing two features were removed from the data; the gamma and alpha frequency band power were found for 

each subject. The band power in both frequencies were normalized by the overall average of the entire band power 

in the frequency range for the entire dataset. The normalized Gamma and Alpha band powers were used as the 

features for the training of the classifier, with the labels being used as the response. 

The classifier chosen was a linear discriminate classifier. Which is a binary classifier that generates a linear 

decision line to maximize the accuracy of classification. To avoid over fitting the classifier a fivefold cross 

validation was used; Which divides the data into five segments and uses four fifths of the data to train the classifier 
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and one fifth to test, and does this process five different times so all the data can be for both testing and training. 

This method is widely used in the machine learning and classification field to avoid generating over fitted 

classifiers. Once the classifier was trained the original differential ovine data was then ran through the classifier and 

the data with a positive values for seizures were labeled to be analyzed later. 

Preprocessing: Removal of Large Amplitude Data 

The last portion preprocessing was to remove any data containing abnormally large peaks this was done by 

finding the overall standard deviation of the data and removing any peaks that were larger than two standard 

deviation. This way done because data beyond two standard deviations threshold value and removing any data with 

a larger peak as an artifact. 

Autoregressive Model 

Once the data is processed, the model has to be optimized to capture the data. An Auto regressive model is 

used, which is a linear model that predicts the current output using a defined number of pervious outputs, multiplied 

by the same number of coefficients, known as parameters. The parameters are optimized based on the linear algebra 

principle of least squared estimate to best fit the data. The optimized value of the parameter once found will remain 

the same in the segment of data being modeled. Therefore, if an accurate autoregressive model is constructed an 

entire segment of signal can be sole described, and reconstructed by these parameters alone. The mathematical 

representation of the model is as follows: 

����� ���� = ∑ ���� ∗ ��� − � − + 1� + ���� (1) ��� 

Where 

y(n) Current state output; 

a(p) AR parameters; 

k Delay; 

p Model order; 

���� Current state error; 

The calculation the value of the parameters in the model the least squared methods was used and shown below. 

�� = Ω����� + ���� 

Where 
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y output vector 

Ω coefficient Matrix; 

a AR parameter vector; 

� error column vector; 

The coefficient matrix Ω is a matrix with the number of columns equal to the order of the Ar model and the 

number of rows equal to the length of the data subtracted by the delay and order of the model. The values in each 

point of the Ω matrix are a negation of a previous output value; Where the previous output value is defined as the 

current output subtracted by the delay, then depending what column it is in it is subtracted by the number of the 

column plus one. (For example if the AR model order was 3, the delay is ten, and the current output step was 33. 

The omega matrix would be as follows for that step. ) 

Ω�33� = �−��33 − 10 − 1 + 1� − ��33 − 10 − 2 + 1� − ��33 − 10 − 3 + 1�� 

Ω�33� = �−��23� − ��22� − ��21�� 

This needs to be done for all outputs from the addition of 1, the order of the model, and the delay to the end 

of the data. All the steps of omega need to be put into a matrix to make the entire coefficient matrix. 

Once omega is found the unknowns left are the error and the parameter values, if you say the error is equal 

to the difference between the output of the model and the actual output, it can be neglected. Then can be solved 

using matrix manipulation as follows. 

� Ω Ω�!�Ω ��� = � 

Where �� is the column vector of the AR parameters. Therefore, the entire segment of data in the model can 

then be approximated into a single parameter vector, ��. 

Autoregressive Model: Delay 

The delay (k) is put in the model as it dictates when in previous history of the data will have the most 

predictive data for the current state. Therefore, optimizing predictive value of the model. The delay calculation is 

done using autocorrelation, which is a measure of mutual information shared between the signal with a time shifted 

version of itself. The analysis of the autocorrelation of the data occurs for every possible positive delay. The 
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maximum value denotes the point where there is the most shared information and the minimum point denotes the 

point of most inversely shared information. The delay is found by finding the overall maximum auto correlation 

value found that is at a non-zero shift. Delay was calculated for each subject separately in the control phase and 

validated in the ischemic phase of the experiment. 

Autoregressive Model: Order of the Model 

The other property of the model that has to be optimized was the order or number of parameters (a) used. 

This has to be done to make sure that the system is being accurately modeled, while also being least computationally 

expensive. Therefore, there is an optimal parameter number where the system is being adequately captured. To 

determine this in the project a random segment of the cleaned EEG data was chosen and the outputs were predicted 

for one to seven model order and the absolute error (�) was calculated for each order as well; which was defined as 

the difference between the two signals. The autocorrelation of the error and cross correlation of the output and the 

error were also calculated, for test of whiteness and independence respectively. In a properly linearly modelled 

system the auto and cross correlation should be within a 95% confidence interval as the information captured by the 

model should be such that the error is a random signal. Therefore, being a white noise that is also independent from 

the input signal. One other parameter was taken into account during the choosing of the number of parameters was 

the absolute average of the error for each model order. This was taken into account because the ability for an 

increased fit of the data significantly decreases beyond a certain number of parameters, which dictates that the 

model is not correctly modeling any more information with the increase in parameter numbers and therefore 

resulting in unnecessary computation expense. So the transition point of where the model is capturing the data 

accurately with the least model order should be chosen. 

Once both of the properties of the model are optimized to the system, the parameters can be calculated. 

Autoregressive Model: Window Size 

Though due to the inherent nonlinearity of biological system, a pseudo linear window of time has to be 

determined. This has to be done to apply the AR model, as it is a linear modeling technique and therefore needs a 

linear system to have any quality output. This was done by taking the signal at a random point and comparing power 

spectra between two times with a defined spacing between them. A window size was defined to be pseudo linear if 
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for a thousand random points in the time of the signal, if the difference between the power spectrum at that point and 

the next time window were least different on average for every 0.1 second window from 1 to 4 seconds. 

Autoregressive Model: Output 

The AR model has all the properties optimized and has a pseudo linear system. At this point the 

autoregressive parameters are calculated for every single segment of the data throughout the experiment. Once the 

entire of the data has been modelled these parameters are plotted, with color signifying which segment, control, 

hypoxia or, ROSC, also, any Ictal activity was labeled as well. With the color separation any sort of clustering can 

be visually analyzed. 

With the parameters for the AR models explicitly determined, the purposes of determining the state the 

neurons in the parameters can be found for every window for the entire cleaned dataset by visualizing the clustering 

of the parameters of the EEG during each segment. These will be used as the features for the classifier to separate 

the clusters of the three different segments, seizure, hypoxic and normal state, based on classifier decision planes. 

Classification Based on Autoregressive Parameters 

Separation into the three states normal, hypoxic, and ictal, was done using two different classifiers. The 

first step to training the classifiers was to remove the ROSC data so it can show be used later on to show the validity 

of the classifiers. Each classifier was trained on four of the five subject’s worth of data, 11/16-1, 12/13, 11/15, 

11/16-2. The first of the two classifiers trained was the second ictal identification classifier. Which is added to 

ensure that seizure activity not identified by the first classifier will be correctly identified by the second. This 

classifier is an LDA classifier that was trained with the features of the classifier being the AR parameters, and the 

response are the positive or negative labels provided by the previous ictal identification classifier. Any data that is 

identified to contain ictal activity is removed for the training of the second classifier. 

The second classifier was used to split the hypoxic and control data control clusters. The type of classifier 

used to do this was a SVM classifier, which was chosen due to a need for a more detailed decision plane. The 

features used were the AR parameters, and the response variable used was the section markers that were found based 

on the original event markers of the experiment. 
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Using the new classifier labels were then applied to the same plot as shown initially to show the graphical 

representation of the decision planes. These decision planes are kept to classify the remaining ROSC data for each 

subject. 

Validation 

After the output from the model is found, due to the nonlinearity of the system the results need to be 

validated. This was done to show the model is accurately capturing the data, and is shown in two different methods. 

First, to show the model is properly capturing the system the calculated AR parameters are used to reconstruct the 

power spectrum and compare it to the actual data power spectrum. The other validation method used was to compare 

the findings of the classifier in time with the carotid flow data to see if the classifiers could accurately identify when 

the subject entered global hypoxia by finding the corresponding physiological increase in flow rate. 

Validation: Power Spectrum Reconstruction 

The validation of the model performance that was done was recreating the power spectrum using the AR 

parameters. This is done as a validation to show that the model can correctly map the general trend of the power 

spectrum. Therefore showing the model is retaining the important information of the signal by showing a slowing of 

the signal in global hypoxia. In this project the reconstructions were done using Horner’s method of polynomial 

decomposition, using the ‘freqz’ function in MATLAB. This model was chosen because it always produces a stable 

answer regardless of the model activity. 

Validation: Oxygenation Data 

The validation of the classifiers was to compare the outcome of the classification and the corresponding 

carotid artery flow data. The system that was defined to look at the amount of blood influx, which is sampled at 

500Hz. Once the classifiers identified that the neurons are in a global hypoxic state a corresponding increase in 

carotid artery flow should be seen shortly afterward. 
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Chapter 3: Results 

The overreaching goal of the project is the ability to detect differences in global neuronal state of the 

cerebral cortex induced by an introduction of a global hypoxic environment by showing the clustering of auto 

regressive parameters in a differential EEG system. 

During this project the preprocessing pipeline was the same for each of the five subjects. Therefore, for any 

preprocessing steps results will be analyzed together. But, due to inherent differences in the system from subject to 

subject, the output of modeling the system will be analyzed separately for each subject. These minor variations in 

the system will ensure that any result seen throughout as robust. 

Preprocessing: Seizure Identification Classifier 

One of the most important preprocessing steps for this projects is the identification of ictal activity. This 

was done by training a LDA classifier on the normalized alpha and gamma power trained on CHB-MIT human data 

using the Fz-Cz electrode with proper labels. Once trained, this classifier was applied to all data to identify any 

seizure event and separate it from the ‘normal’ data. The characteristics of the classifier were calculated based on the 

labels of the training data compared to the labels provided and are shown in the confusion matrix in Table 2. Due to 

the variations across the human subjects the accuracy of the classifier is 68.1%. However the classifier is highly 

sensitive, meaning that anything that it identifies 98.8% of all the ictal activity. But does provide false positives for 

about 1/3 of the data. 

Seizure Identification Classifier 

Predicted Class Accuracy 68.13111 
n= 369150 P N Sensitivity 98.84259 

tu
a

l

ss
 P 21350 117394 Specificity 66.22241 

A
c

C
la

N 250 230156 

Table 2: Characteristic behavior of the Ictal identification classifier when trained on the CHB-MIT human dataset. 

Autoregressive Model: Delay 

After the preprocessing of the data, the AR model has to be optimized for the system. For the most accurate 

model 2 properties were optimized. The first is the delay which obtains in the time domain the most predictive 

previous outputs to the current output value. This has to be done independently for each of the subjects due to the 

inherent variations of the system. The calculated delay is calculated by an autocorrelation in the control phase of the 
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experiment, and validated in the ischemic phase of the experiment. This is displayed for subject 11/16 in Figure 6 

with a delay of 0.22 seconds, subject 12/13 in Figure 7 with a delay of 0.1 seconds, subject 3/26 in Figure 8 with a 

delay of 0.1 seconds, subject 11/16-2 in Figure 9 with a delay of 0.1 second, and subject 11/15 in Figure 10 with a 

delay of 0.1 seconds. 

Figure 6: Subject 11/16-1 autocorrelation of the data in the control (top) and the ischemic phase (second). The 

maximum point of the autocorrelation was chosen as the delay, which was 0.22 seconds or 109 data points. 
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Figure 7: Subject 12/13 autocorrelation of the data in the control (top) and the ischemic phase (second). The 

maximum point of the autocorrelation was chosen as the delay, which was 0.1 seconds or 51 data points. 
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Figure 8 Subject 3/26 autocorrelation of the data in the control (top) and the ischemic phase (second). The 

maximum point of the autocorrelation was chosen as the delay, which was 0.1 seconds or 51 data points. 
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Figure 9: Subject 11/16-2 autocorrelation of the data in the control (top) and the ischemic phase (second). The 

maximum point of the autocorrelation was chosen as the delay, which was 0.1 seconds or 51 data points. 
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Figure 10: Subject 11/15 autocorrelation of the data in the control (top) and the ischemic phase (second). The 

maximum point of the autocorrelation was chosen as the delay, which was 0.1 seconds or 51 data points. 
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Autoregressive Model: Order of the Model 

The other property that has to be optimized for the model is the number of the parameters used during the 

calculation. The Parameters are used as linear coefficients that multiply to the previous most predictive outputs, to 

predict the current output value. To adequately analyze and classify the data at the conclusion of the experiment the 

number of parameters used has to be kept constant throughout the experiment. 

This was determined based on the error for each subject and for each model order. The first figure is a four 

column seven row plot with each row is the data modeled using a different order from one to seven, and each 

column shows a different method of validating the accuracy of the model. The first column contains a small snip of 

the real EEG data that is plotted with the same model snippet plotted for visual conformation of the validity of the 

AR model. The second column shows the error, which the difference between the actual data and the model. The 

third and fourth columns are related, both show the information from the system that remains in the error, this was 

shown based on correlation values of the error with itself in column three, and correlation with the differential EEG 

signal as the fourth column. Both of these columns were plotted with a 95% confidence interval marked in a red 

dashed line and in both columns anything within the boundaries can be considered noise, with the best model order 

correlations being only a white noise. For subject 11/16-1 this is shown in Figure 11, for subject 12/13 in Figure 13, 

for subject 3/26 in Figure 15, for subject 11/16-2 in Figure 17, and lastly the final subject 11/15 in Figure 19. 

The second figure used to determine the model order was the average absolute error of the signal for each 

model order, which should rapidly decrease toward a transition point where the model is no longer more accurately 

fitting the data with increasing parameter numbers. This transition is the point of accurate modelling and the least 

computational expense and should be chosen as the number of parameters used. For subject 11/16-1 this is shown in 

Figure 12, for subject 12/13 in Figure 14, for subject 3/26 in Figure 16, for subject 11/16-2 in Figure 18, and lastly 

the final subject 11/15 in Figure 20. 
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Figure 11: The information presented to see the best autoregressive model order for subject 11/16-1. Each row is a 

different model order from 1 to seven and each column is a different method of validating the order. The first 

column is an illustration of the output of the Ar model, plotted in a dashed red line, and the actual EEG output 

plotted using a black line for a short window. The second column is the difference between the model output and the 

Differential EEG output, used as the error through the entirety of the ischemic phase. The third and fourth column 

from the left are the autocorrelation of the error, and the cross correlation of the error with the original EEG data 

signal respectively, both of which are plotted in black, and the top and bottom ninety five percent confidence 

intervals plotted with a dashed red line and for 1 to 3 seconds showing the amount of information still remaining in 

the error signal itself. 
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Figure 12: The average absolute error of each model order from 1-7 for subject 11/16-1. Displaying the transition of 

the increase in model order from rapidly decreasing the error to having no effect. This point is between Ar(3) and 

Ar(4) 
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Figure 13: The information presented to see the best autoregressive model order for subject 12/13. Each row is a 

different model order from 1 to seven and each column is a different method of validating the order. The first 

column is an illustration of the output of the Ar model, plotted in a dashed red line, and the actual EEG output 

plotted using a black line for a short window. The second column is the difference between the model output and the 

Differential EEG output, used as the error through the entirety of the ischemic phase. The third and fourth column 

from the left are the autocorrelation of the error, and the cross correlation of the error with the original EEG data 

signal respectively, both of which are plotted in black, and the top and bottom ninety five percent confidence 

intervals plotted with a dashed red line and for 1 to 3 seconds showing the amount of information still remaining in 

the error signal itself. 
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Figure 14: The average absolute error of each model order from 1-7 for subject 12/13. Displaying the transition of 

the increase in model order from rapidly decreasing the error to having no effect. This point is at Ar(4). 
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Figure 15: The information presented to see the best autoregressive model order for subject 3/26. Each row is a 

different model order from 1 to seven and each column is a different method of validating the order. The first 

column is an illustration of the output of the Ar model, plotted in a dashed red line, and the actual EEG output 

plotted using a black line for a short window. The second column is the difference between the model output and the 

Differential EEG output, used as the error through the entirety of the ischemic phase. The third and fourth column 

from the left are the autocorrelation of the error, and the cross correlation of the error with the original EEG data 

signal respectively, both of which are plotted in black, and the top and bottom ninety five percent confidence 

intervals plotted with a dashed red line and for 1 to 3 seconds showing the amount of information still remaining in 

the error signal itself. 
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Figure 16: The average absolute error of each model order from 1-7 for subject 3/26. Displaying the transition of 

the increase in model order from rapidly decreasing the error to having no effect. This point is at Ar(4). 
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Figure 17: The information presented to see the best autoregressive model order for subject 11/16-2. Each row is a 

different model order from 1 to seven and each column is a different method of validating the order. The first 

column is an illustration of the output of the Ar model, plotted in a dashed red line, and the actual EEG output 

plotted using a black line for a short window. The second column is the difference between the model output and 

the Differential EEG output, used as the error through the entirety of the ischemic phase. The third and fourth 

column from the left are the autocorrelation of the error, and the cross correlation of the error with the original EEG 

data signal respectively, both of which are plotted in black, and the top and bottom ninety five percent confidence 

intervals plotted with a dashed red line and for 1 to 3 seconds showing the amount of information still remaining in 

the error signal itself. 
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Figure 18: The average absolute error of each model order from 1-7 for subject 11/16-2. Displaying the transition of 

the increase in model order from rapidly decreasing the error to having no effect. This point is at Ar(3). 
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Figure 19: The information presented to see the best autoregressive model order for subject 11/15. Each row is a 

different model order from 1 to seven and each column is a different method of validating the order. The first 

column is an illustration of the output of the Ar model, plotted in a dashed red line, and the actual EEG output 

plotted using a black line for a short window. The second column is the difference between the model output and 

the Differential EEG output, used as the error through the entirety of the ischemic phase. The third and fourth 

column from the left are the autocorrelation of the error, and the cross correlation of the error with the original EEG 

data signal respectively, both of which are plotted in black, and the top and bottom ninety five percent confidence 

intervals plotted with a dashed red line and for 1 to 3 seconds showing the amount of information still remaining in 

the error signal itself. 
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Figure 20: The average absolute error of each model order from 1-7 for subject 11/15. Displaying the transition of 

the increase in model order from rapidly decreasing the error to having no effect. This point is between Ar(3) and 

Ar(4). 

In most of the subjects, with the exception of subject 11/16-2, the correlation of the error in both columns 

contained non-noise peaks that were cyclical in nature. This could be due to fitting a linear model on a system that is 

nonlinear. Therefore, some data will be lost to the error inherently. Due to this occurrence, more importance was put 

on the average absolute error plot where in all subjects the transition point or crux was model order of 3 to 5. Due to 

the Figure 16 and Figure 14 for subject 3/26 and 12/13 respectively, where the error decrease from three to four was 

significant, so to adequately capture all subjects amodel order of 4 was chosen. 
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Autoregressive Model: Window Size 

The window measured has to be limited due to the nonlinearity of the system, illustrated in the correlations 

of the error in figures 11, 13,15, and 19. A window is chosen to create pseudo linear system which is found based on 

the average difference in the power spectra from a point in time when compared to the power spectra of same point 

with a spacing added, throughout the experiment. This was done for each subject individually, but each result 

concluded that the least different window size by taking the difference of each frequency bin between 0 and 50Hz, 

was 3.4 seconds for each. This evidence in presented in the first column of the window size section figure where the 

average error in dB was measured for each of the window, with the second and third columns being the all the most 

similar, and least alike spectra plotted together respectively. Which is illustrated for each subject, 11/16-1 in Figure 

21, 12/13 in Figure 22, 3/26 in Figure 23, 11/16-2 in Figure 24, and 11/15 in Figure 25. 

Figure 21: The decision on the most linear window for the nonlinear EEG system for subject 11/16-1. The most 

linear system is defined by the most similar power spectra between two different points spaced apart by some time, 

this was done from 1000 random starting points throughout with spacing from 1 to 4 seconds in increments of 0.1 

seconds. The first column from the left is the average absolute error in dB in the first 50Hz for each spacing size. 

The middle column is the most similar spacing power spectra plotted together and the rightmost column is the least 

similar window size power spectra plotted together. 
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Figure 22: The decision on the most linear window for the nonlinear EEG system for subject 12/13. The most 

linear system is defined by the most similar power spectra between two different points spaced apart by some time, 

this was done from 1000 random starting points throughout with spacing from 1 to 4 seconds in increments of 0.1 

seconds. The first column from the left is the average absolute error in dB in the first 50Hz for each spacing size. 

The middle column is the most similar spacing power spectra plotted together and the rightmost column is the least 

similar window size power spectra plotted together. 
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Figure 23: The decision on the most linear window for the nonlinear EEG system for subject 3/26. The most linear 

system is defined by the most similar power spectra between two different points spaced apart by some time, this 

was done from 1000 random starting points throughout with spacing from 1 to 4 seconds in increments of 0.1 

seconds. The first column from the left is the average absolute error in dB in the first 50Hz for each spacing size. 

The middle column is the most similar spacing power spectra plotted together and the rightmost column is the least 

similar window size power spectra plotted together. 
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Figure 24: The decision on the most linear window for the nonlinear EEG system for subject 11/16-2. The most 

linear system is defined by the most similar power spectra between two different points spaced apart by some time, 

this was done from 1000 random starting points throughout with spacing from 1 to 4 seconds in increments of 0.1 

seconds. The first column from the left is the average absolute error in dB in the first 50Hz for each spacing size. 

The middle column is the most similar spacing power spectra plotted together and the rightmost column is the least 

similar window size power spectra plotted together. 
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Figure 25: The decision on the most linear window for the nonlinear EEG system for subject 11/15. The most 

linear system is defined by the most similar power spectra between two different points spaced apart by some time, 

this was done from 1000 random starting points throughout with spacing from 1 to 4 seconds in increments of 0.1 

seconds. The first column from the left is the average absolute error in dB in the first 50Hz for each spacing size. 

The middle column is the most similar spacing power spectra plotted together and the rightmost column is the least 

similar window size power spectra plotted together. 
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Autoregressive Model: Output 

The output of the autoregressive model is displayed as a point in 3 dimensional space defined by the first 

three of the four parameter values. The parameters values are calculated for each window size segment throughout 

the experiment for each subject, and the color varies for each segment; Blue denoting the control phase, Green being 

the hypoxic phase which combines both the ischemic and asystolic sections of the experiment, Red designating 

R.O.S.C. phase, and lastly yellow indicating ictal activity that was identified by the classifier. The illustration of the 

outcome is done in a three column plot, with the first two columns being the exact same plot of the first three 

parameter values in space, the only difference is the middle plot is enhanced to show the ‘main’ cluster. The final 

plot of the three is the time corresponding EEG data to the current AR parameter being plotted to show the actual 

signal and the model output together for a more complete visualization of the state of the neuron firing at any time 

during the experiment. 

Subject 11/16-1 

The first subject model outcome shows an interesting result based on the section labels. There is a visible 

clustering of the green (hypoxic) and red (ROSC) parameters when comparing to the blue (control). Showing a 

visible difference that is classifiable. Another result is a large variability in the control phase when compared to the 

hypoxic clusters. Another result is many of the ictal activity parameters that were classified have formed a ‘tail’ off 

the ‘main’ cluster, with a major grouping far from the rest of the data. The last observation made was ROSC phase 

remained only grouped around the hypoxic cluster. These results are derived from Figure 26. 
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Figure 26: Output of the Autoregressive model on the cleaned differential EEG data, with color changes based on 

segment for subject 11/16-1. The leftmost plot is a three dimensional plot of the first three of the parameters of four 

plotted for every 3.4 second segment window showing a large ‘tail’ of the ictal activity parameters forming away 

from the ‘major’ cluster. The middle plot is the more detailed view of the ‘major’ clustering of the data between the 

control, hypoxic and ROSC phases. The rightmost plot is the time corresponding plot of the EEG with the same 

color labeling. 

Subject 12/13 

Subject 12/13 AR model output has similar outcomes as the subject 11/16-1, where there is a small 

separation of the hypoxic and control clusters. However in this case the some of the control parameters are tending 

towards the hypoxic cluster which was not seen in 11/16-1. Still large variations are seen in the control cluster and a 

large percentage of the ictal activity parameters form a tail off of the major cluster. Another observation is that the 

hypoxic cluster has larger in variation in subject 12/13 when compared to 11/16-1. The last result is the ROSC 

portion remains in the hypoxic cluster, same as 11/16-1. Results observed from Figure 27. 
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Figure 27: Output of the Autoregressive model on the cleaned differential EEG data, with color changes based on 

segment for subject 12/13. The leftmost plot is a three dimensional plot of the first three of the parameters of four 

plotted for every 3.4 second segment window showing a large ‘tail’ of the ictal activity parameters forming away 

from the ‘major’ cluster. The middle plot is the more detailed view of the ‘major’ clustering of the data between the 

control, hypoxic and ROSC phases. The rightmost plot is the time corresponding plot of the EEG with the same 

color labeling. 

Subject 3/26 

Subject 3/26 AR model plot displaying in Figure 28 has more defined clusters when compared to the other 

subjects, but had low amplitude EEG data. Which makes the cluster more definite and remain in the same positions 

even if the data is low amplitude. But no other results can be drawn from this subject due to the lack of signal. 
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Figure 28: Output of the Autoregressive model on the cleaned differential EEG data, with color changes based on 

segment for subject 3/6. The leftmost plot is a three dimensional plot of the first three of the parameters of four 

plotted for every 3.4 second segment window showing a large ‘tail’ of the ictal activity parameters forming away 

from the ‘major’ cluster. The middle plot is the more detailed view of the ‘major’ clustering of the data between the 

control, hypoxic and ROSC phases. The rightmost plot is the time corresponding plot of the EEG with the same 

color labeling. 

Subject 11/16-2 

The Autoregressive model output of subject 11/16-2, a special case of being the second twin born, had 

differing results from the previous subjects. First, there are no really well defined clusters based on segmentation of 

control, ischemia, asystole, ROSC. The clustering in this subject has very little predictive value. The outcome is 

displayed in Figure 29. 
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Figure 29: Output of the Autoregressive model on the cleaned differential EEG data, with color changes based on 

segment for subject 11/16-2. The leftmost plot is a three dimensional plot of the first three of the parameters of four 

plotted for every 3.4 second segment window showing a large ‘tail’ of the ictal activity parameters forming away 

from the ‘major’ cluster. The middle plot is the more detailed view of the ‘major’ clustering. The rightmost plot is 

the time corresponding plot of the EEG with the same color labeling. 

Subject 11/15 

Much like 11/16-2, subject 11/15 is a special case as resuscitation was not achieved during the procedure. 

But with that there is still some visible clustering of the hypoxic data that seem to be minutely separated from the 

control data. Large amounts of ictal activity are shown in the differential EEG data, which do not form a tail but 

more a largely different cluster from the normal cluster. These outputs are shown explicitly in Figure 30. 
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Figure 30: Output of the Autoregressive model on the cleaned differential EEG data, with color changes based on 

segment for subject 11/15. The leftmost plot is a three dimensional plot of the first three of the parameters of four 

plotted for every 3.4 second segment window showing a large cluster of the ictal activity parameters forming away 

from the ‘major’ cluster. The middle plot is the more detailed view of the ‘major’ clustering. The rightmost plot is 

the time corresponding plot of the EEG with the same color labeling. 

An interesting result was obtained in Figures 25- 30, was overall the each parameter has similar values 

across subjects. Meaning across subjects the differential EEG is similar such that the AR parameters when 

calculated are in the same region. This property will allow training of permanent decision planes between the 

clusters of interest for classification, which will allow offline classification. 

This intra-subject similarity of parameter values isshown for parameter 1 in Figure 31, parameter 2 in 

Figure 32, parameter 3 in figure 33, and parameter 4 in Figure 34. 
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Figure 31: All subject first autoregressive parameter value in a histogram. Showing similarity of value across the 

five subjects. 

Figure 32: All subject second autoregressive parameter value in a histogram. Showing similarity of value across 

the five subjects. 
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Figure 33: All subject third autoregressive parameter value in a histogram. Showing similarity of value across 

the five subjects. 

Figure 34: All subject fourth autoregressive parameter value in a histogram. Showing similarity of value across 

the five subjects. 
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Classification Based on Autoregressive Parameters 

The similarity in the values of the AR parameters across all of the subjects allow decision planes to be set 

to determine the current global state of the neurons. The classification process was completed in two stages. First 

was to set the ictal decision plane to determine when the neurons are unstable and in a seizure state. The labels or 

response of the classifier was previously trained classifier labels and the features were 4 subjects AR parameter 

values. The classifier type used was a L.D.A classifier. 

The performance of the classifier is shown in Table 3. With the accuracy of the classifier was 92%. Which 

is skewed based on the limited amount of ictal activity throughout the experiment, compared to the amount normal 

data. Another performance criteria for the classifier the selectivity is very low, 19.5%. This is due to the non-exact 

labeling form the previous classifier. Due to these inherent imperfections of training the classifier the performance is 

enough to generalize the adequate cluster. 

Classifier of seizure activity from Ar Parameters 

Predicted Class 

N = 8670 P N 
Accuracy 92.67589 

Selectivity 19.45578 

Specificity 99.4581 
P 143 43 

N 592 7892 

Table 3: Shows the ictal identification based on Ar parameters using a linear discriminant classifier performance 

with a confusion matrix and accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity measures for the classifier. 

If data was labeled as ictal activity by this classifier it was removed from the dataset for the training of the 

next classifier. 

The second classifier was trained to separate the control and hypoxic data. The SVM classifier performance 

is displayed in Table 4. With a 78% accuracy, the SVM separates these clusters very well as in a few of the subjects 
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the parameters do not separate, 11/16-2 and 12/13, displayed in Figure 29 and 27 respectively. Therefore the 

relativity high accuracy for the classifier based on the training data. 

Classifier of Hypoxia activity from Ar Parameters 

Predicted Class 

N = 8484 P N 
Accuracy 78.44177 

Selectivity 62.81077 

P 1819 752 Specificity 86.54259 

N 1077 4836 

Table 4: Shows the Hypoxic identification based identification on Ar parameters using an SVM classifier. The 

classifiers performance numerically determined with a confusion matrix and accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity. 

Both classifiers were used to relabel the entire dataset for each subject, to show the ability for neuronal 

state to be classified based on the AR model parameters on a differential EEG system. The outcome of the classifiers 

are illustrated for each subject in Figures 35 – 40. Having the same setup as the previous parameter Figures 26-30, 

with the only change the color in the plots denoting what region of the decision planes it is located. Also the ROSC 

data was relabeled based on the three different fields as well 
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Subject 11/16-1 

The AR parameters and EEG plotted for subject 11/16-1 with classifier labels makes more definite 

clustering in the parameter space, while still persevering the control and hypoxic phases in the EEG. Illustrated in 

Figure 35. Another result of Figure 35 is the ROSC phase, which appeared in red at the end of the time scale in 

Figure 26 was classified in a hypoxic state completely. 

Figure 35: Output of the Autoregressive model on the cleaned differential EEG data, with color changes based on 

classifier decision plane on the parameter values for subject 11/16-1. The leftmost plot is a three dimensional plot of 

the first three of the parameters of four showing the decision planes of the ictal activity classifier. The middle plot is 

the more detailed view of the ‘major’ clustering showing the decision plane of the hypoxic classifier. The rightmost 

plot is the time corresponding plot of the EEG. 

Subject 12/13 

The AR parameters and EEG plotted for subject 12/13 with classifier labels makes more definite clustering 

in the parameter space, while still persevering the control and hypoxic phases in the EEG. Shown in Figure 36. 
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Another result of Figure 36 is the ROSC phase, which appeared in red at the end of the time scale in Figure 27 was 

classified in a hypoxic state. 

Figure 36: Output of the Autoregressive model on the cleaned differential EEG data, with color changes based on 

classifiers for subject 12/13. The leftmost plot is a three dimensional plot of the first three of the parameters of four 

showing the decision planes of the ictal activity classifier. The middle plot is the more detailed view of the ‘major’ 

clustering showing the decision plane of the hypoxic classifier. The rightmost plot is the time corresponding plot of 

the EEG. 

Subject 3/26 

The AR parameters and EEG plotted for subject 3/26 with classifier labels makes more definite clustering in the 

parameter space, with a less defined EEG due to the low amplitude signal.. The result for 3/26 is shown in Figure 

37. 
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Figure 37: Output of the Autoregressive model on the cleaned differential EEG data, with color changes based on 

classifiers for subject 3/26. The leftmost plot is a three dimensional plot of the first three of the parameters of four 

showing the decision planes of the ictal activity classifier. The middle plot is the more detailed view of the ‘major’ 

clustering showing the decision plane of the hypoxic classifier. The rightmost plot is the time corresponding plot of 

the EEG. 

Subject 11/16-2 

The AR parameters and EEG plotted for subject 11/16-2 with classifier labels makes more definite 

clustering in the parameter space, but irregular EEG labels with a significant portion of the beginning of the 

experiment in the hypoxic phase, shown in Figure 38. Also shown toward the end of the experiment a high 

frequency of ictal activity occurring. 
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Figure 38: Output of the Autoregressive model on the cleaned differential EEG data, with color changes based 

on classifiers for subject 11/16-2. The leftmost plot is a three dimensional plot of the first three of the parameters 

of four showing the decision planes of the ictal activity classifier. The middle plot is the more detailed view of the 

‘major’ clustering showing the decision plane of the hypoxic classifier. The rightmost plot is the time 

corresponding plot of the EEG. 

Subject 11/15 

The AR parameters and EEG plotted for subject 11/16-2 with classifier labels makes more definite 

clustering in the parameter space, with high frequency intense ictal activity in the control phase of the EEG, shown 

in Figure 39. But afterwards a very similarly labeled EEG to that of the segment labeled with most of the end of the 

experiment in the hypoxic parameter cluster. 
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Figure 39: Output of the Autoregressive model on the cleaned differential EEG data, with color changes based on 

classifiers for subject 11/15. The leftmost plot is a three dimensional plot of the first three of the parameters of four 

showing the decision planes of the ictal activity classifier. The middle plot is the more detailed view of the ‘major’ 

clustering showing the decision plane of the hypoxic classifier. The rightmost plot is the time corresponding plot of 

the EEG. 

Validation: AR Power Spectrum Reconstruction 

Due to the inherent nonlinearity in biological systems it is necessary that the model be validated to make 

sure it is adequately capturing the data. The first method of validation is to using the Horner’s method of nested 

polynomial evaluation on the parameters of the transfer function to reconstruct the power spectra. If the model 

captures the data properly the reconstructed spectrum should be similar in shape to that of the original data, but due 

to the under fitting of the AR model, the peaks in the EEG data will be absent. This is done for each of the five 

subjects, and analyzed separately, for the first two sections of the experiment, the control and ischemic sections. 
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The reconstructions of the power spectrum for both section have a similar shape, but in both cases it is 

obvious that the EEG activity peaks are not being modeled, but overall the model does capture adequately in both 

phases, with a very similar power spectrum in the second phase. Another interesting result for is the dominant 

frequency of the reconstruction between the two phases, in the control phase the first peak is at alpha ranges but 

during the ischemic phase the peak is in the theta range showing an overall slowing of the signal in an hypoxic state. 

The reconstructions are shown in Figure 40 for subject 11/16-1. 

Figure 40: The Horners method of nested polynomial evaluation of the parameter values to generate a power 

spectral reconstruction for subject 11/16-1. The top plot contains the control phase power spectrums with the left 

being the reconstruction and the right being the actual reconstruction of the power spectrum. The bottom plot 

contains the ischemic phase power spectrums with the left containing the reconstruction and the right containing the 

actual data spectrum. 
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The reconstructions of the power spectrum for both section have a very similar shapes, within EEG activity 

peaks not being captured by the model. The reconstructions are shown in Figure 41 for subject 12/13. 

Figure 41: The Horners method of nested polynomial evaluation of the parameter values to generate a power 

spectral reconstruction for subject 12/13. The top plot contains the control phase power spectrums with the left being 

the reconstruction and the right being the actual reconstruction of the power spectrum. The bottom plot contains the 

ischemic phase power spectrums with the left containing the reconstruction and the right containing the actual data 

spectrum. 
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The reconstructions of the power spectrum for both section have similar outlines, with EEG activity peaks 

not being captured by the model. In the control phase the first peak is at alpha ranges but during the ischemic phase 

the peak is in the theta range showing an overall slowing of the signal in a hypoxic state. The reconstructions are 

shown in Figure 42 for subject 3/26. 

Figure 42: The Horners method of nested polynomial evaluation of the parameter values to generate a power 

spectral reconstruction for subject 3/26. The top plot contains the control phase power spectrums with the left being 

the reconstruction and the right being the actual reconstruction of the power spectrum. The bottom plot contains the 

ischemic phase power spectrums with the left containing the reconstruction and the right containing the actual data 

spectrum. 
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The reconstructions of the power spectrum for both section have similar outlines, with EEG activity peaks 

not being captured by the model. Also shown is the overall increase in firing of the system of the signal in the global 

hypoxic phase with peaks in the alpha range during ischemia and theta in control. Showing the second twin may 

have a control data in severe hypoxia. The reconstructions are shown in Figure 43 for subject 11/16-2. 

Figure 43: The Horners method of nested polynomial evaluation of the parameter values to generate a power 

spectral reconstruction for subject 11/16-2. The top plot contains the control phase power spectrums with the left 

being the reconstruction and the right being the actual reconstruction of the power spectrum. The bottom plot 

contains the ischemic phase power spectrums with the left containing the reconstruction and the right containing the 

actual data spectrum. 
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The reconstructions of the power spectrum for both section have similar outlines, with ictal activity peaks 

not being captured by the model and a similar segment slowing of data during hypoxia. The reconstructions are 

displayed in Figure 44 for subject 11/15. 

Figure 43: The Horners method of nested polynomial evaluation of the parameter values to generate a power 

spectral reconstruction for subject 11/15. The top plot contains the control phase power spectrums with the left being 

the reconstruction and the right being the actual reconstruction of the power spectrum. The bottom plot contains the 

ischemic phase power spectrums with the left containing the reconstruction and the right containing the actual data 

spectrum. 
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Validation: Carotid Artery Flow Data 

The second method of validation used was to look at provided Carotid artery flow. The carotid flow was 

sampled the same as the EEG and was ran through a one second moving average filter to smooth the data. Once 

filtered the data was then plotted with the EEG and SpO2 data, to provide a general trend of the oxygen influx to the 

system. But, this was not sampled at a high enough frequency to obtain any definite results. Therefore, to validate 

our classifiers, the point in time where the classifier first read hypoxia, a corresponding physiological flow increase 

should occur after some delay. This occurs for each subject with valid EEG data. The flow data is displayed for 

subjects 11/16-1, 12/13 and 11/15, shown in Figures 44, 45 and 47 respectively. The data pin 3/26 provided has 

shown low amplitude data causing the misclassifications, shown in Figure 46. 
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Figure 44: Validation that the classifier based on solely differential EEG can classify the current state of the neuron 

for subject 11/16-1, around 4000 seconds the carotid artery flow increases with a decrease in the oxygen saturation. 

This shows response from the neonate to the umbilical cord clamping. Shortly after the flow an oxygen influx 

rapidly tend towards zero. 
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Figure 45: Validation that the classifier based on solely differential EEG can classify the current state of the neuron 

for subject 12/13, around 3000 seconds the carotid artery flow increases with a severe decrease in the oxygen 

saturation. This shows response from the neonate to the umbilical cord clamping. Shortly after the flow an oxygen 

influx rapidly tend towards zero. 
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Figure 46: Oxygenation Data in time with the Classifier labeled EEG for subject 3/26. The data never tends toward 

the ischemic phase this is due to the low amplitude data that was acquired, which did not properly capture the EEG 

signal. 
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Figure 47: Validation that the classifier based on solely differential EEG can classify the current state of the neuron 

for subject 11/15, around 1250 seconds the carotid artery flow increases with a severe decrease in the oxygen 

saturation. This shows response from the neonate to the umbilical cord clamping. Shortly after the flow an oxygen 

influx rapidly tend towards zero. In this subject ROSC was not achieved. 
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Subject 11/16 with the classification results in Figure 35, has the point of hypoxia being about 3700 

seconds. Which is validated by the increase in carotid artery flow, which is a physiological attempt to increase the 

overall oxygen to the brain, which occurs at 3800 seconds into the experiment, extracted from Figure 44. 

For subject 12/13 the average cluster value did not follow the normal trend in Table 5, but still had 

adequate classification based on the decision planes of the classifiers. This is due to the high amplitude and long 

duration ictal event that occurred at the start of the hypoxic phase and was only partially identified by the ictal 

identification classifier. Which, introduced very large standard deviation in the hypoxic phase. Even with the large 

variability the classifier shows a consistent hypoxic state starting around 3000 seconds, from Figure 36. The 

corresponding physiological increase in flow at 3200 seconds, from Figure 45. Therefore, in spite of not following 

the average trend in Table 5 due to large ictal occurrences the decision planes do accurately determine global 

neuronal state. 

Also, for subject 11/15 where recovery of spontaneous circulation was not achieved the classifier still 

preformed adequately. Determining that the subject was in a hypoxic environment at about 900 seconds, from 

Figure 39. The corresponding flow increase did take place at 1200 seconds, which is more delayed then in previous 

subjects, displayed in Figure 47. 

The other two subjects, 3/26 and 11/16-2, both did not have a correct classifier determined global 

environment based on experimental procedures. Each of these negative results can be explained. Subject 3/26, has 

insufficient constant electrode contact therefore leading to an intermittent accurate classification when complete 

electrode constant was achieved but for most of the experiment contact was impaired. This is shown in the low 

amplitude signal throughout the experiment. This is seen throughout Figure 46 in the EEG signals. 
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Chapter 4: Discussion 

Impact: 

The consistent separation of autoregressive modeling parameters in the differential EEG system across 

subjects due to changes in the oxygen state of the neonatal ovine, with similar intra-segment averages across 

subjects and similarly different between segments allowing for real time offline classification of global neuronal 

conditions based on fixed trained classifier decision planes. The separation of these parameters in a global hypoxic 

and ictal conditions will allow for rapid diagnosis of current state in HIE, to remotely and rapidly determine state of 

the subject. 

The average autoregressive parameter value for the control, hypoxic, and ictal group for the entire dataset, 

for each parameter are illustrated in box plots and shown in Figure 48 to 51. The specific numeric differences in the 

control and hypoxic group are shown from subject to subject in Table 5. 

Figure 48: Showing the Statistical Significance of the separation of the Ar parameter 1 in the three major categories, 

Control, Hypoxic, and Ictal. The Control and Hypoxic clusters have average separation but are not completely 

separated white the ictal activity is very significantly separated. 
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Figure 49: Showing the Statistical Significance of the separation of the Ar parameter 2 in the three major categories, 

Control, Hypoxic, and Ictal. The Control and Hypoxic clusters have average separation but are not completely 

separated white the ictal activity is very significantly separated. 

Figure 50: Showing the Statistical Significance of the separation of the Ar parameter 3 in the three major categories, 

Control, Hypoxic, and Ictal. The Control and Hypoxic clusters have average separation but are not completely 

separated white the ictal activity is very significantly separated. 
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Figure 51: Showing the Statistical Significance of the separation of the Ar parameter 3 in the three major categories, 

Control, Hypoxic, and Ictal. The Control and Hypoxic clusters have average separation but are not completely 

separated white the ictal activity is very significantly separated. 

'Control Para Average' 'AveragePara1' 'Std Para1' 'AveragePara2' 'Std Para2' 'AveragePara3' 'Std Para3' 'AveragePara4' 'Std Para4' 

'11/16' -3.264997513 0.325411108 4.469323234 0.760234997 -3.022705327 0.722175795 0.839628252 0.270999734 

'12/13' -3.246398405 0.444862691 4.437156653 1.012456261 -3.013076645 0.902381368 0.843225919 0.322561114 

'3/26' -3.29392603 0.282089058 4.554761342 0.623515987 -3.117397499 0.585015451 0.877789659 0.221044511 

'11/16_2' -3.285284954 0.497743359 4.518088345 1.091573759 -3.011473499 1.003974666 0.827325202 0.406822685 

'11/15' -3.070089259 0.789774237 4.008129164 1.752846079 -2.614945899 1.474910364 0.692460983 0.49583154 

Hypoxia Para Average' AveragePara1' Std Para1' AveragePara2' Std Para2' AveragePara3' Std Para3' AveragePara4' Std Para4' 

'11/16' -3.435165841 0.310223034 4.800481815 0.64625967 -3.214058338 0.578724416 0.868940936 0.204186999 

'12/13' -3.188692573 0.638679134 4.178673112 1.461132694 -2.645111088 1.2328026 0.681151779 0.385821222 

'3/26' -3.49376052 0.241547055 4.933492353 0.34266038 -3.318007928 0.226166728 0.895657115 0.064076417 

'11/16_2' -2.595662392 0.954754606 2.875466799 2.105669583 -1.631117982 1.703056637 0.390017289 0.514308829 

'11/15' -3.505071886 0.20062442 4.928340535 0.284868543 -3.28292358 0.187806253 0.871283222 0.051257021 

Table 5: Defining the average parameter values for each subject separating the control and hypoxic clusters. The 

overall trend an increase in distance from the origin in the hypoxic cluster, seen in each subject except 11/16-2, and 

subject 12/13. Both have high variability in the hypoxic phase with little visual separation of the clusters. 
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For each particular parameter the hypoxic and control clusters do not significantly separate. The averages 

are different and cumulatively and is enough to adequately classify current state. This non-significant clustering 

between the control and hypoxic phase is due to the subjects 11/16-2 and 12/13. Both subjects have massive 

variations in the hypoxic cluster due to non-identified ictal activity in 12/13 and external factors in 11/16-2. If this 

abnormal data was removed the clustering between the two phases would be more significant. 

The results shown in Table 5 for the rest of the subjects, that an average separation of the hypoxic and 

control clusters occur are echoed in the classification of AR parameters and supported by the oxygenation figures. 

The separation of these clusters are accurately classified by the decision planes in time. Shown in Figures 35, 36, 

and 39. 

More interestingly, subject 11/16-2 is the twin that was delivered secondly during the procedure. This lead 

to an pre-procedural introduction of hypoxic state, due to the stress felt by the subject by the completion of the first 

procedure as well as the prolonged exposure to the anesthetic, lead to an introduction of hypoxic state early in the 

procedure. This pre-procedural stress is shown in the classification of the EEG, illustrated in Figure 38. The 

beginning 2000 seconds of the control phase has the majority of the data classified in the hypoxic cluster. Though 

flow data was not acquired for this subject, the SpO2 data for the first portion of the experiment that has a 

percentage of 62, which is a decreased value. 

Limitations 

Effects of Ictal Activity 

One major issue with prolonged hypoxic event observed in this project are seizure activity. Neonates are 

inherently susceptible to seizure with many more excitatory pathways than inhibitory pathways formed. Due to the 

inherent electrical nature of ictal activity they are most affect EEG. Typically seizure activity have four signal 

signatures; Either a Sharp wave, a spike wave discharge, a poly-spike complex and a poly-spike and wave complex. 

These waveforms are imperative to seizure detection and state of neuron due to the inherent damage caused by the 

rapid firing. (Suengduk Lee et al, 2010) 

This increased susceptibility of seizure during hypoxia has been mechanistically determined. First, due to 

the systemic hypoxic state a widespread decrease of gamma-aminobutyric acid, well known as GABA, was shown. 

GABA is the most common inhibitory neurotransmitter. The decrease in concentration leads to an increase in 
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NMDA binding, which is an excitatory glutamate receptor that controls the transport of calcium into the 

brain neurons. Thus the GABA decrease leads to increased concentration of calcium in the neuron and which 

therefore is more susceptible to any stimuli due to the instability in the neuron; This leading to more seizure events. 

(Blumenfeld, Hal. 2005) 

Due to the increased likelihood of an ictal event during H.I.E. in neonates, many research groups have 

examined the events effects in both animal and human models. 

The effect of Ischemic hypoxia was tested on onset of seizures in neonatal piglets, and the effect of seizures 

on greater long term neurologic damage. In the study ictal activity was sub-classified into two subgroups, clinical 

and subclinical. Clinical seizures having some effect on visual movement, limb jerks or mouth quivering. 

Subclinical seizures are detected only by abnormalities on the EEG recording with and absence of motion. In the 

study of twenty eight piglets were studied and seventy five percent had ictal activity. In subjects with either types of 

seizure, the background EEG showed lower amplitude when compared to that of the non-seizure ischemic state. 

Which, lends toward increased neurological damage during even small seizures. To prove this histological slides 

were prepared upon euthanasia and examined. In all tested slides from seizure subjects there was a significant 

increase in the necrosis in neurons in all portions of the brain with the exception of the brainstem shown in Figure 

52. Illustrates the damaged incurred during seizure activity. In each section of the cortex a significant decrease in 

viable neurons arose due to the seizures. et al. 2010)(Björkman, S. T, 
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Figure 52- Figure 6C and D from Björkman, S. T. et al. showing the effect of the seizure on the viability of neurons 

in vivo, in different portions of the brain based on histological slide analysis. Left is the histological score chart, the 

white is the non-seizure group, the gray and black are the non-clinical and clinical seizure group. The higher the 

histological score the more viable neurons counted in the slide. Right is an actual histological slide showing a 

subject with no seizure (a) and with seizure (b). In (b) the arrow mark the locations of nonviable neurons. 

Also shown in Figure 52 are the differences in damage cause by the clinical and subclinical seizure events. 

For long term prognosis of the subject it is important to find a method to classify the severity, duration, and 

frequency of the event. These finding from the animal model were echoed in human subjects. 

Long term neurologic outcomes during recovery from H.I.E. has been extensive studied using EEG. The 

clinical importance of abnormal EEG of more than six to eight hours has been well documented. With abnormalities 

of clinical seizures with overall low background signal shows a very strong correlation to adverse outcomes. Also it 

has been shown that if after antiepileptic drug treatment has been administered, such as phenobarbitone and 

phenytoin, if seizure activity is still present, major neurologic deficits will persist. In a study by Boylan et al. of the 

24 at risk subjects 8 had seizures beyond antiepileptic drug treatment the outcomes were all adverse, with 3 of the 

subjects neuron activity ceasing, four with cerebral palsy and one with nystagmus. If the other 16 subjects with drug 

controlled seizure activity, outcomes were significantly superior, with no death, eight normal outcomes, and some 

with relatively minor neurologic deficits such as hearing and motor function loss. et al. 1999)(B Boylan, G 
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These ictal events show up in two major ways in the neonatal ovine system. First as what are known as a 

poly-spike complex, which are moderate to high frequency neurons firing, from 40 to as high as 200Hz. Due to the 

setup of the band pass filter with a low pass cutoff frequency at 50Hz, any data above 80 Hz have little noticeable 

effect. 

Many of these ictal events show in the error of the signal, this is due to the linear fitting of the model and 

the inability of the linear model to capture the nonlinearity introduced by these ictal events. When analyzing the 

power spectrum of the error, during the calculation of the selection (Figures 11,13,15,17,19) of the linear model 

order the most frequent and abundant feature were peaks at ~10Hz, with harmonics continuing throughout, and a 

baseline increase in the 40-80Hz frequencies as well. These peaks are shown in all but one of the subjects, which 

was subject 11/16-2, the reason for the absence of the activity is unknown. For each subject the power of the error 

are shown in Figure 53. 
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Figure 53: The power of the error signal in the 4th order autoregressive model used for each subject. The large 

frequency spectrum is subject 11/16-1 used to show what is occurring. Shown are ~10Hz peaks in the power 

spectrum with clear harmonics occurring throughout. Also shown is the 40-80Hz baseline average increase. Which 

occur at varying levels in all subjects with the exception of 11/16-2. 
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The peaks through further research was shown to be a spike and wave discharges (SWD’s) which have 

resonant frequency at 7-11Hz. Which account for the large peaks in the error. The specific morphology of these 

SWD’s extracted from Figure 7 in Rodgers, K. et al, 2015. Are shown in Figure 54. Also present in Figure 54 are 

visual occurrences of the SWD waveform in the EEG data of subjects 11/16-1 and 12/13. Displayed in Figure 55 is 

the frequency domain signatures of these SWD’s, which show both the resonant ~10Hz frequency and the first 

harmonic at 20 Hz as well. Which is a portion of Figure 8 extracted from Rodgers, K. et al, 2015 for validation. 

(Rodgers, K. et al, 2015) 

Figure 54: Presents the morphology of the waveform for Spike and Wave Discharges, as given from Figure 7 from 

the publication Rodgers, K. et al. 2015. Presented in the top plot. The bottom two plots show actual occurrences of 

these SWD’s in the differential EEG measurement of subjects 11/16-1 and 12/13 respectively. 
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Figure 55: Figure 7 from Figure 7 in Rodgers, K. et al, 2015 Showing the frequency signature of these SWD’s, with 

resonant frequency at ~10Hz with the first harmonic at ~20 Hz. 

The frequency of the occurrence of these SWD’s have a relation based on portion of the experiment. This 

was found during the calculation for the delay of the model. The delay chosen by algorithm and for most of the 

subjects was 51 data points, or every 0.1 seconds. Peaks in the autocorrelation show up for all subjects in a very 

large manner at every 0.1 second or 10Hz in the Ischemic Phase of the experiment. But these peaks are almost 

absent in the control phase of the experiment, though since the delay was chosen first in the control phase, and was 

also validated in the ischemic phase, there are a small number of SWD occurrences throughput the control phase. 

The increases prevalence of SWD’s in different phases is displayed in Figure 56, which shows the autocorrelations 

from subjects 11/16-1, 12/13 and 11/15 in the choosing of the delay with increased 0.1 second or ~10Hz peaks 

increased in the ischemic phase when compared to the control phase, eludes to the fact that SWD’s occur more often 

in absence of oxygen when the neurons are feeling stress. Displayed in Figure 57 is a similar calculation of auto-

covariance taken from figure 4 in Rodgers, K. et al, 2015. Showing a similar waveform in the auto covariance to the 

autocorrelation used in the delay calculation. 
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Figure 56: Displays the increased presence of SWD’s in the Ischemic Phase when compared to the control phase 

plots. The control phase plots for each of the subjects are in first third and fifth plots in the figure showing an almost 

oscillatory behavior with minor peaks at 10Hz. The ischemic plots, the second fourth and sixth have major peaks at 

10Hz or every 0.1 seconds, denoting a much high prevalence of the SWD’s in the ischemic phase. 
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Figure 57: Figure 4 from Rodgers, K. et al, 2015., showing the auto covariance similarity of the SWD’s, which is 

also shown in the autocorrelation of the SWD’s in Figure 51. 

Throughout the entirety of the project many portions of ictal activity are being missed classified. From a 

biological perspective the first ictal identification classifier was trained one year old human data. Though this was 

the most applicable dataset that was found, there are both developmental and species differences that have to be 

acknowledged. Neonatal brains have major differences in formation from that of a one year old, many more 

inhibitory pathways have formed by year one with significant size differences as well. With the differences in 

maturity form birth to one year being significant, differences in the training of the classifier need tobe made to 

ensure a proper classification based on the neonatal system that is being measured. These could be done by manual 

labeling of our dataset by physicians with experience in the field of ictal detection; which would provide a more 

applicable dataset which would more accurately capture these abnormalities in the system. (Shi, F., 

interspecies differences do have to be examined as well as there are differences inherently in average gestational 

times, brain size and many in many other aspects, therefore the practicality of the animal model also has to be 

examined. 
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The poly-spike activity, with frequencies from 40-200Hz seems to evade the classifier in a significant 

manner as well; As a large baseline increase is shown in most subjects in Figure 48 form 40- 80Hz. The prevalence 

of both the poly-spike and SWD activity in the error indicates that the process of removing ictal activity from the 

EEG data needs more analysis. Methods for removing both more completely are available for the poly spike activity, 

the issue with the removal is the decision planes and the sensitivity of the classifier. This is most represented by the 

comparison of the Figures 26 and 35, both for subject 11/16-1. Shown between ~3000-3500 seconds in the 

experiment is a well identified ictal activity that had relatively small amplitude in Figure 26; which is then 

completely misclassified by the parameter based classification due to the low amplitude activity, displayed in Figure 

35. Therefore, the decision plane for the parameter based classifier needs to have more weighting for ictal events so 

the decision plane will move closer to the major cluster. This weighting should be done due to the specificity of the 

first ictal identification classifier being about certain, ~99% positive that if data is labeled positive for seizure it is 

correctly labeled, this should therefore capture most of the seizures and correctly classify the outliers in the Boxplots 

in Figure 48-51. 

The method for removing the SWD’s from the system requires an entire new classification system. This has 

been shown in multiple methods, each using the unique waveform of the SWD to classify its activity. In publications 

from Puspita, J W. et al, 2017. and Zacharaki, E et al, 2016 both attempted classifying the interictal spike waves 

(SWD’s). Puspita, J W. et al used a back propagation neural networks, with and input layer of 9 neurons, a hidden 

layer of 2 to 3 neurons and an output layer containing one neuron. The input layer was trained on statistical 

measures of the wave itself. They used this classifier to tell the difference between polyspike, SWD, and normal 

EEG activity and did so at a 93.75% recognition percentage. The other group, Zacharaki, E et al, attempted to 

identify all ictal activity with one classifier by dividing peaks that are separated enough to be considered possible 

seizures, at least 100 ms. Then, analyzed the portions of the wave before and after the peak with, amplitude 

difference, and duration of the wave. With these parameters for each half wave were used to train an SVM with the 

outcome being an identification sensitivity of 98 %. Therefore correctly identifying most of the ictal activity. 

(Puspita, J. W., al. 2017) (Zacharaki, E al, 2016) 

The removal of most of the ictal activity is possible with large computational energy, for the long term 

purpose of this project to set defined classification decision planes for rapid classification based on Ar model 
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parameters, extensive feature extraction to completely identify ictal activity would be computationally cumbersome; 

Therefore, it was not developed in detail in this project. 

Clinical Relevance of ‘Ictal’ Activity 

Throughout the project the many references to seizure activity were made, though well all can be defined as 

abnormal EEG firing patterns, many of these events are not completely epileptic in nature. This is due to both the 

lack of severity in many of the actual EEG patterns and the frequency in the amount of ictal events found through 

each subject. To accurately determine between these two states analysis is needed by a physician with background in 

abnormalities in neurophysiology. 

Gasps during Ischemia 

During the procedure of the experiment, the subject during the asphyxiation did take gasps for air. Which is 

an inherent reflex of the subject needing oxygen. The gasps occurred in a variable amount for each subject even 

while under sedation. This did allow for some small amount of oxygen intake during the procedure, though fairly 

small may have accounted for the variable time to asystole from subject to subject. 

Subject 3/26 Data 

Other issues that occurred during the projects was the analysis of the subject 3/26 dataset, where the 

electrodes did not make perfect contact with the subject therefore the amplitudes of the reading were significantly 

lower than that of the other four subjects. Therefore, it was removed from the training either classifier. However the 

reason it was displayed was due to the similar placements of the parameters in space showing that even with a 

reduced signal the EEG parameters cluster along the same general region. 

Unexpected Findings: 

Preictal Flow Increase 

When analyzing the oxygen influx data for subject 11/16-1 specifically extracted from Figure 44, in the 

moving average filtered carotid artery flow directly before what was classified as ictal activity, a small increase in 

carotid artery flow occurre . The appearances on preictal flow increase in subject 11/16-1 are shown in Figure 58. 

Though it is not always visible and does not occur for each subject, literature dictates this anticipatory increase in 

flow to limit the damage caused by an ictal event. 
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Figure 58: Showing examples of preictal carotid flow increase, displaying evidence that brain has a prior flow 

increases in anticipation of the greater use of oxygen during an ictal event. Three examples are highlighted in the 

image for more clear evaluation. These were only taken form the control phase as during the ischemic phase flow 

will already have and increase in flow present due to the exterior oxygen cutoff. 

The phenomena has been shown in human models but the mechanism for this change is unknown, whether 

it is a direct neuronal circuit or indirect based on glial cells. But one such study involves two human subjects using 

BOLD MRI or blood oxygen dependent magnetic resonance imaging, which displays brain functionality based on 

differences in oxygen flow to an area. The preictal flow increases have spatial fixation. Bold increases are shown in 

focal epileptic event as early as 11 minute previous and as late as 1 minute before to an ictal event with minor 

decreases in BOLD elsewhere, leading the fact that overall flow is increased previous to the event. The Bold data 

from human subjects are displayed in Figure 59, showing a focal spot flow increases up to 7 minutes previous to the 

event with increasing flow as the event gets closer. This focality of the flow increase if detected could provide time 

enough for treatments such as focal spot cooling to prevent the event from causing serious damage. But, in our 

neonatal animal model where the flow measure being used is at the global input levels, the predictive capabilities 

would be limited and exact effects need to be further examined. (Patal, K. S., et al. 2013) (Vinette, S. A., et al. 2016) 
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Figure 59: Figure 5 from Vinette, S A et al. 2016, Showing BOLD signal significant increases in flow as early as 7 

minutes prior to the onset of the ictal event, with focality on and around the location of the event. 

Implications: 

The ability for classification of global neuronal oxygenation state based solely on the clustering of 

autoregressive parameters of differential EEG into 3classes, normal, hypoxic and ictal data has been shown. The 

major implication of this projects is due to the relativity light amount of computing power needed to run an 

autoregressive analysis this method can be implemented on a point of care device to allow for mobile diagnosis of 

subjects enduring an H.I.E. injury; with communicable and transmittable results based on defined vector decision 

planes on autoregressive parameters locations in space. Which could more quickly and rapidly communicate the 

severity of the injury to clinicians to expedite the treatment process through a centralized network. 

Further Work: 

This project has outlined at least three separate problems that need to be examined separately. First, as 

described in the previous portion of the discussion is more exact removal of ictal activity of both SWD’s and poly-

spike activity, which will make a much more accurate model due to the event inherent effect on the formulation of 

the model, whether it be the delay, window size, or the number of parameters used; Once the ictal activity is 
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removed the formulation of the model will be much more straight forward and accurate. As well the ictal events can 

be removed and more closely counted and examined for used in long term prognosis of the patient. 

The second project that has been introduced based on this work is further examinations of preictal flow 

properties. Once the ictal events have been more accurately measured these exact magnitude and significance of 

these flow increases can be examined closer to show to what magnitude they are seen in neonatal ovine and human 

as well. Also, if total hemoglobin flow is measured globally, whether through near infrared spectroscopy or BOLD 

MRI, correlations between the magnitude of the ictal event and increase in flow relationship can be examined more 

closely. 

The third project that has been imagined during the analysis of this data is to use a similar principle of 

autoregressive modeling known as ARX or auto regressive modeling with an exogenous input model, which is the 

same basis as the AR model just incorporates an input signal to show coupling between two signals. Using this ARX 

model with real time oxygen data provided by a NIRS system, which is optimized for the neonates. Gathering the 

poles (analogous to the AR parameters in this project) and the zeros extracted from that model to see if prediction 

accuracy of EEG on current neuronal state is improved compared to this model. 

Each of these subprojects would add to the clinical relevance of this project and allow for a more complete 

and accurate prognostic/diagnostic device. But, with the algorithm in the current state can be easily retrained and 

applied on human subjects, with the corresponding training data. Which would allow for rapid real time prognosis of 

any neonatal human during birth with a computationally efficient, rapid, and transmittable results. This will be done 

by retraining the decision planes for the ‘ictal’, hypoxic and normal data for neonatal humans. Then, designing an 

inexpensive measurement of differential EEG, that will used in rural and or impoverished portions of the world 

where access to clinics for births is not present, that is easily placed on the neonate during the birthing process. 

Then, with the results of the algorithm being streamed to a call center to monitor out-of-clinic births within a 

geographical region. The call center can coordinate the best responsive care to the neonates at the onset of hypoxia. 

Which would significantly lower to global effect of HIE during births worldwide. 
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Appendix 

Codes 

Raw Data Extraction 

All code was written in MATLAB r2016 Mathworks® 

% Raw Data extraction from CSV file and Excel sheet with Specified event 
% labels of Start, Delivery, Asystole, Chest Compressions, R.O.S.C 

% to use make sure the file name is correct for both the Excel and CSV with 
% the proper channels for both the CAflow and the EEG 
filename = 'C:\Users\bjhagan\Desktop\Thesis\Data\3_26\Events.xlsx' ; 
samplingFreq = 500; 
[ Events ] = eventsFromExcelSheet(filename,samplingFreq); 
row = cellfun(@(x) strcmp(x, 'ROSC' )==1, Events); 
row = row(:,1); 
i = 0; 
for x = 1:length(row) 

if row(x,1)==1 
i = x ; 
break ; 

end 
end 
data_filename = 'C:\Users\bjhagan\Desktop\Thesis\Data\3_26\2018-3-26 Epi 
merged.txt' ; 
Date = split(data_filename, '\' ); 
Date = Date(length(Date)-1); 
Classifier = 
load( 'C:\Users\bjhagan\Desktop\Thesis\Classifier\Classifer1.mat' ); 
Recoveryp = Events{i,2}; 
p = Events{i,2}+10*60*samplingFreq; 
EEG = csvread(data_filename,0,47); 
%channel 33 for eeg in 12/13 48 for other s 
EEG = EEG(:,1); 
%CA flow in channel 10(usually) 
CAflow = csvread(data_filename,0,10,[0, 10,length(EEG)-1 , 10]); 

%% cleaning up 
% clean and start the data structure 
Lamb_Project.Date = Date; 
Lamb_Project.events = Events; 
Lamb_Project.Data.completeRawEegData = EEG; 
Lamb_Project.Data.completeCAflowData = CAflow; 
Lamb_Project.samplingFreq =samplingFreq; 
Lamb_Project.Link.Data = data_filename; 
Lamb_Project.Link.Events = filename; 
Lamb_Project.Classifier = Classifier; 
clear samplingFreq Events row x i data_filename filename Date Classifier 

%% insert Oxygen SPo2 from written account 
%obtian the SpO2 data from the hand written 'vent record PDF' of the 
%provided excel, write the SpO2 and the time in HH:MM format 
EEG =EEG(1:p,1);CAflow = CAflow(1:p,1); 
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EEG(:,2) = (1:length(EEG));CAflow(:,3) = (1:length(CAflow)); 
filename = 'C:\Users\bjhagan\Desktop\Thesis\Data\3_26\Oxygen3_26.xlsx' ;Oxygen 
= readtable(filename);time = table2array(Oxygen(:,4));SpO = 
table2array(Oxygen(:,5)); Start = table2array(Oxygen(1,2)); 
for x = 1:length(time) 

time1(x,1) = ((time(x,1)-Start)*24*60*60*Lamb_Project.samplingFreq); 
end 
OxyData = [time1,SpO]; 
extrapOxyData = zeros(length(CAflow),1); 
for x = 2:length(OxyData(:,1)) 

i = OxyData(x-1,1); j=OxyData(x,1); 
extrapOxyData(i:j,1) = OxyData(x,2); 

end 
extrapOxyData(1:OxyData(1,1)) = OxyData(1,2); 
CAflow(:,2) = extrapOxyData(1:length(CAflow(:,1))); 

%% clean workspace 
Lamb_Project.Link.Oxygen= filename; 
clearvars -except CAflow EEG Lamb_Project Recoveryp 

Preprocessing 

%% now the chest compressions have to be removed 
% removes chest compressions by timestamps 

Remove Chest Compressions 

chest = cellfun(@(x) strcmp(x, 'CC' )==1, Lamb_Project.events); 
i = 0; 
for x = 1:length(chest) 

if chest(x,1)==1 
i = x; 
p = Lamb_Project.events{x,2}; 
break ; 

end 
end 
Chestcompression = Lamb_Project.events{i,2}; 
a=EEG(Chestcompression:Recoveryp,:);b= CAflow(Chestcompression:Recoveryp,:); 
EEG(Chestcompression:Recoveryp,:) = [];CAflow(Chestcompression:Recoveryp,:) = 
[]; 
Lamb_Project.events(i,:) = []; 
Lamb_Project.Data.RemovedData.EEG.ChestCompression = 
a;Lamb_Project.Data.RemovedData.CAflow.ChestCompression = b; 

%% Check if twin if so remove previous lamb data 
twin = split(Lamb_Project.Date, '_' ); 
twin = size(twin); 
if twin(1,1) == 3 

EEG = EEG(Lamb_Project.events{2, 2}:end,:); 
CAflow = CAflow(Lamb_Project.events{2, 2}:end,:); 
Lamb_Project.events(1,:) = []; 
E = cell2mat(Lamb_Project.events(:,2)); 
for o = length(E):-1:1 
E(o) = E(o) - (E(1)-1); 
end 
Lamb_Project.events(:,2)=num2cell(E(:,1)); 

end 

%% scale events arond Chest compression 
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q = 0; 
for x = 1:length(Lamb_Project.events(:,2)) 

if Lamb_Project.events{x,2}> p 
if q == 0 

rect = Lamb_Project.events{x,2} - p; 
Lamb_Project.events{x,2} = Lamb_Project.events{x,2} - rect; 

end 
if q >=1 

Lamb_Project.events{x,2} = Lamb_Project.events{x,2} - rect; 
end 
q = q+1; 

end 

end 

%% Clean workspace 
Lamb_Project.Data.rawDataUsed = EEG(:,:); 
Lamb_Project.Data.rawCAflowUsed =CAflow(:,:); 
clear chest Chestcompression i p Recovery x q rect Recoveryp twin o E a b 

Remove Flat Lines 

%% Remove Flat lines in the data 
removedData= []; 
fLines = []; 
% check if flat lines 
for x = 1:100:length(EEG)-101 

Var = std(EEG(x:x+100,1)); 
if (Var <= 0.0000009) 

fLines= [fLines;x]; 
end 

end 
for i = 1:length(fLines) 

x = fLines(i); 
removedData = [removedData; EEG((x:x+100),:),CAflow((x:x+100),:)]; 
EEG(x:x+100,:) = []; CAflow(x:x+100,:) = []; 

end 
Lamb_Project.Data.RemovedData.Flatlines = removedData; 
E = cell2mat(Lamb_Project.events(:,2)); 
for i = 1:length(removedData) 

x = removedData(i,2); 
for j = 1:length(E) 

if x<E(j,1) 
E(j,1) = E(j,1) -1; 
end 

end 
end 
Lamb_Project.events(:,2)=num2cell(E(:,1)); 
%% clean workspace 
clear fLines removedData Var Time E 

Remove Baseline Drift 

%% Correct for baseline drift 
datafile= EEG(:,1); 
time = EEG(:,2); 
win=1000; %sliding window for detrending the data 
len=length(datafile); 
tmp1=detrend(datafile(1:1+win)); 
for i=2:win/2:len-win 
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tmp2=detrend(datafile(i:i+win)); 
% tmp1=[tmp1(1:i-1);(tmp1(i:i+win-1)+tmp2(1:win))/2;tmp2(win+1)]; 
tmp1=[tmp1(1:i-1);(tmp1(i:length(tmp1))+tmp2(1:length(tmp1) -
i+1))/2;tmp2(length(tmp1)-i+2:length(tmp2))]; 
end 
tmp1(:,2) = time(1:length(tmp1)); 
%% clean 
clear EEG datafile i len tmp2 win j time 

Band Pass Filter 

%% bandpass filter the data in the physiological 
Fs = Lamb_Project.samplingFreq; 
low_pass = (50*2)/Fs; 
high_pass = (.5*2)/Fs; 
order =5; 
[B,A] = butter(order, [high_pass low_pass], 'bandpass' ); 
Filter_EEG(:,1) = filter(B,A,tmp1(:,1)); 
Filter_EEG(:,2) = tmp1(:,2); 
Lamb_Project.Data.Filter_EEG = Filter_EEG; 
Lamb_Project.filterParam.freq = [.5 50]; 
Lamb_Project.filterParam.order = order; 
%% clean 
clear h Fs high_pass low_pass order x B A tmp1 

Remove Seizure Data 

%% remove seizure data 
CAflow=CAflow(1:length(Filter_EEG),:); 
Data = Filter_EEG; 
labels = 
ClassifySeizureEEG(Data(:,1),500,Lamb_Project.Classifier.classifier_Human_Sei 
zure.Classifier.predictFcn); 
EEG = [Filter_EEG(1:length(labels),:), labels];CA = 
[CAflow(1:length(labels),:), labels]; 
cleanedSeizureData = EEG(EEG(:,3)==1,1:2); cleanedCA = CA(CA(:,4)==1,1:3); 
Filter_EEG1 =EEG(EEG(:,3)~=1,1:2) ; CAflow = CA(EEG(:,3)~=1,1:3); 
E = cell2mat(Lamb_Project.events(:,2)); 
for i = 1:length(cleanedSeizureData) 

x = cleanedSeizureData(i,1); 
for j = 1:length(E) 

if x<E(j,1) 
E(j,1) = E(j,1) -1; 
end 

end 
end 
Lamb_Project.events(:,2)=num2cell(E(:,1)); 

ClassifySeizureEEG 

function [labels] = 
ClassifySeizureEEG(Data,Fs,ClassiferPredictionlocation) 

Fs =500; 
SFreq = []; 

AFreq = []; 
for x = 1:50:length(Data)-49 

SFreq(x:x+49) =bandpower(Data(x:x+49,1),Fs,[35 40]); 
AFreq(x:x+49) =bandpower(Data(x:x+49,1),Fs,[12 15]); 

end 
SFreq = SFreq'; 
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AFreq = AFreq'; 
A_ave = mean(AFreq(:,1));S_ave = mean(SFreq(:,1)); 
sS = SFreq(:,1)/S_ave; 
sA = AFreq(:,1)/A_ave; 
S = [sS,sA]; 
label = ClassiferPredictionlocation(S); 
B = []; 
for x =1:50:length(label) 

B(x:x+49) =mean(label(x:x+49)); 
end 
B = B'; 
labels = zeros(length(B),1); 

for b = 1:length(labels) 
if B(b,1)>0.7 

labels(b,1) = labels(b,1)+1; 
end 

end 
end 

%% clean the workspace 
Lamb_Project.Data.RemovedData.EEG.Seizure = cleanedSeizureData; 
Lamb_Project.Data.RemovedData.CAflow.Seizure = cleanedCA; 
clear Classifier cleanedSeizureData Data E EEG i j labels p q x CAcleanedCA 

Remove Abnormally Large Peaks 

%% Removed any abnormally high peaks 
fLines = []; 
removedData=[]; 
removedDataCA=[]; 
data = Filter_EEG1(:,1); 
dataCA = CAflow(:,1); 
oxy = CAflow(:,2); 
Time = Filter_EEG1(:,2); 

for p = 1:50:length(data)-51 
if max(abs(data(p:p+49,1)))>.45 

fLines= [fLines;p]; 
end 

end 
for i = length(fLines):-1:1 

p = fLines(i,1); 
removedData = [removedData; data(p:p+49),Time(p:p+49)]; 
removedDataCA = [removedDataCA; dataCA(p:p+49),oxy(p:p+49)]; 
data(p:p+49) = []; 
dataCA(p:p+49) = []; 
Time(p:p+49) = []; 
oxy(p:p+49) = []; 

end 
Lamb_Project.Data.RemovedData.EEG.HighPeakslines = removedData; 
Lamb_Project.Data.RemovedData.CAflow.HighPeakslines = removedDataCA; 
E = cell2mat(Lamb_Project.events(:,2)); 
for i = 1:length(removedData) 

x = removedData(i,2); 
for j = 1:length(E) 

if x<E(j,1) 
E(j,1) = E(j,1) -1; 
end 
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end 
end 
Lamb_Project.events(:,2)=num2cell(E(:,1)); 
Lamb_Project.events(1,2)=num2cell(1); 

%% Split the data around segment labels 
data(:,2) = Time; dataCA(:,3) = Time; dataCA(:,2) = oxy; 
Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit = []; Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplitCA = []; 
for x = 2:length(Lamb_Project.events(:,2)) 

Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit = 
[Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit;Lamb_Project.events{x -
1,1},data(Lamb_Project.events{x-1,2}:Lamb_Project.events{x,2},:)]; 

Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplitCA = 
[Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplitCA;Lamb_Project.events{x -
1,1},dataCA(Lamb_Project.events{x-1,2}:Lamb_Project.events{x,2},:)]; 
end 
n = length(data); 
Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit = 
[Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit;Lamb_Project.events{x,1},data(Lamb_Project.e 
vents{x,2}:n,:)]; 
Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplitCA = 
[Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplitCA;Lamb_Project.events{x,1},dataCA(Lamb_Proje 
ct.events{x,2}:n,:)]; 

Autoregressive modelling 

Delay Calculation 

%delay selection for the most applicable AR model (run separately) 
data1 = Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit{1, 2}; 
data1 = data1(:,1); 
s = Lamb_Project.Date; 
newDate = strrep(s, '_' , '/' ); 
Lamb_Project.Date = newDate; 
y = xcorr(data1,data1, 'coeff' ); 
y = y(length(y)/2:length(y)); 
x = y(:); 
local= []; 
val = []; 
for i = 50:500 

if x(i-2)<x(i-1)&& x(i-1)>x(i)&& (100*abs(x(i-1)-x(i-5)))>.3 
local = [local; i-1,]; 
val = [val; x(i-1)]; 

end 
end 
[~,pos_max] = max(val(:,1)); 
delay= local(pos_max); 
figure(1) 
hold on 
plot((1:length(y))/500,y, '-k' , 'DisplayName' , 'Auto correation of EEG' ) 
scatter(delay/500, y(delay,1), 'o' , 'DisplayName' , 'Delay chosen' ) 
xlim([0.095 delay/500+0.1]) 
xlabel( 'Time in sec' , 'fontsize' ,20) 
ylabel( 'Auto Correlation value of EEG' , 'fontsize' ,20) 
legend( 'show' , 'Location' , 'NorthWest' ) 
title (newDate+ ' delay chosen' , 'fontsize' ,20) 
hold off 
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%% 
data = Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit{2, 2}; 
data = data(:,1); 

y1 = xcorr(data,data, 'coeff' ); 
y1 = y1(length(y1)/2:length(y1)); 
x1 = y1(:); 
local1= []; 
val1 = []; 
for i = 40:500 

if x1(i-2)<x1(i-1)&& x1(i-1)>x1(i)&& (100*abs(x1(i-1)-x1(i-5)))>.3 
local1 = [local1; i-1,]; 
val1 = [val1; x1(i-1)]; 

end 
end 
[~,pos_max] = max(val1(:,1)); 
delay1= local1(pos_max); 
figure(2) 
hold on 
plot((25:length(y1))/500,y1(25:end), '-k' , 'DisplayName' , 'Auto correation of 
EEG') 
scatter(delay1/500, y1(delay1,1), 'o' , 'DisplayName' , 'Delay chosen' ) 
xlim([0.09 delay1/500+0.50 ]) 
xlabel( 'Time in sec' , 'fontsize' ,20) 
ylabel( 'Auto Correlation value of EEG' , 'fontsize' ,20) 
legend( 'show' , 'Location' , 'NorthWest' ) 
title (newDate+ ' delay chosen' , 'fontsize' ,20) 
hold off 
close all 
clear E Theta mout 

Model Order 

% determine the model order of the AR model (run seperatly) 
s = Lamb_Project.Date; 
newDate = strrep(s, '_' , '/' ); 
delay = Lamb_Project.ARPara.delay; 
window = 1000; 
data = Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit{2, 2}; 
Begin = randi([1001,length(data)])-1000; 
data = data(Begin:Begin+2500,1); 
pChecked = 7; 
for x = 1:pChecked 
[Theta1,mout1,E1] = AR_lamb(data, x, delay); 
Theta(x,1) = {Theta1(:)};mout(x,1) = {mout1};E(x,1) = {E1}; 
end 
clear Theta1 mout1 E1 x window 
%% measured out 
figure(1) 
window = 50; 
hold on 
for x = 1:length(mout) 

D=cell2mat(mout(x,1)); 
subplot(pChecked,4,4*x-3) 
hold on 
plot(data(delay+x+2:delay+x+2+window), 'k' ) 
plot(D(1:window), '--r' ) 
if x ==1 
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title([newDate, 'Ar ' ,num2str(x)]) 
else 

title([ 'Ar ' ,num2str(x)]) 
end 
hold off 

end 
hold off 
%% 
clear Begin D x window mout 
%% 
figure(1) 
hold on 
for x = 1:length(E) 

D=cell2mat(E(x,1)); 
subplot(pChecked,4,4*x-2) 
hold on 
plot(D, '-k' ) 
title([ 'Absolute error for Ar ' ,num2str(x)]) 
hold off 

end 
hold off 
%% 
clear x D 
%% confidance interval 
Top = []; Bot = []; 
for x = 1:length(E) 

D=cell2mat(E(x,1)); 
xc = xcorr(D,D, 'coeff' ); 
xc = xc(length(xc)/2:end); 
Top = [Top; 1.96/(sqrt(length(xc)));]; 
Bot = [Bot; -1.96/(sqrt(length(xc)))]; 

end 
%% 
figure(1) 

for x = 1:length(E) 
t = []; b = []; 
D=cell2mat(E(x,1)); 
xc = xcorr(D,D, 'coeff' ); 
xc = xc(length(xc)/2:end); 
t(1:length(xc)) = Top(x,1); 
b(1:length(xc)) = Bot(x,1); 

subplot(pChecked,4,4*x-1) 
hold on 

plot(xc, '-k' ) 
plot(t, '--r' ) 
plot(b, '--r' ) 
xlim([500 1500]) 

title([ 'Auto corr of error ' ,num2str(x)]) 
hold off 

end 
%% 
figure(1) 

for x = 1:length(E) 
t = []; b = []; 
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D=cell2mat(E(x,1)); 
F=data(delay+x+2:end); 
xc = xcorr(D,F, 'coeff' ); 
xc = xc(length(xc)/2:end); 

t(1:length(xc)) = Top(x,1); 
b(1:length(xc)) = Bot(x,1); 

subplot(pChecked,4,4*x) 
hold on 
plot(xc, '-k' ) 

plot(t, '--r' ) 
plot(b, '--r' ) 

title([ 'Xcorr with output datt ' ,num2str(x)]) 
xlim([500 1500]) 

hold off 
end 
hold off 
%% 

for x = 1:length(E) 
D=cell2mat(E(x,1)); 
E_ave(x,1) = abs(mean(D)); 

end 

figure(2) 
hold on 
plot(E_ave) 
title([newDate, ' Rate Decrease of ABS of the mean of the error with different 
ar parameters' ], 'fontsize' ,20);xlabel( 'Ar 
Parameters' , 'fontsize' ,20);ylabel( 'Absolute value of the mean of the 
error' , 'fontsize' ,20); 
%% Power spectrum of the error 
x = E{4,1}; 
Fs = 500; 
N = length(x); 
xdft = fft(x); 
xdft = xdft(1:N/2+1); 
psdx = (1/(Fs*N)) * abs(xdft).^2; 
psdx(2:end-1) = 2*psdx(2:end-1); 
freq = 0:Fs/length(x):Fs/2; 
figure (3) 
plot(freq,10*log10(psdx)) 
grid on 
title([newDate, 'Power of error' ], 'fontsize' ,20) 
xlabel( 'Frequency (Hz)' , 'fontsize' ,20) 
ylabel( 'Power/Frequency (dB/Hz)' , 'fontsize' ,20) 

Pseudo Linear Window Calculation 

%% calc window size (run window selection function) 
Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize = 3.4; 

% run this to find the most linear window in the EEG 
data =Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit{2, 2}; 
run = zeros(6,3); 
spacing = 0.1; 
Fs = 500; 
iteration = 0; 
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for p = 1:1000 
Start = randi(length(data)-6*Fs+1); 

pairs = 0; 
for time1 = 1:spacing:4.0 

for time2 = 1:spacing:4.0 
if time1==time2|time1>time2|abs(time1-time2)>spacing 

continue 
end 

xdft1 = []; 
N1 = []; 
psdx1 = []; 
freq1 = []; 
xdft2 = []; 
N2 = []; 
psdx2 = []; 
freq2 = []; 
data1 = data(Start:Start+time1*Fs); 
N1 = length(data1); 
xdft1 = fft(data1); 
xdft1 = xdft1(1:N1/2+1); 
psdx1 = (1/(Fs*N1)) * abs(xdft1).^2; 
psdx1(2:end-1) = 2*psdx1(2:end-1); 
freq1 = 0:Fs/length(data1):Fs/2; 
data2 = data(Start:Start+time2*Fs); 
N2 = length(data2); 
xdft2 = fft(data2); 
xdft2 = xdft2(1:N2/2+1); 
psdx2 = (1/(Fs*N2)) * abs(xdft2).^2; 
psdx2(2:end-1) = 2*psdx2(2:end-1); 
freq2 = 0:Fs/length(data2):Fs/2; 
freq1 = freq1'; 
freq2 = freq2'; 
iteration = iteration+1; 

Lamb_Project.WindowSizeSelection.Frequencey1(iteration,:) = {freq1,time1}; 
Lamb_Project.WindowSizeSelection.Frequencey2(iteration,:) = {freq2,time1}; 
Lamb_Project.WindowSizeSelection.power2(iteration,:) = {psdx2,time1}; 
Lamb_Project.WindowSizeSelection.power1(iteration,:) = {psdx1,time1}; 

diff = 0; 
pairs = pairs +1; 

for i = 1:length(freq1) 
if (freq1(i)<51) 

diff = diff + abs(10*log10(psdx2(i))-10*log10(psdx1(i))); 

else 
break ; 

end 
end 
run(pairs,1) =time1; 
run(pairs,2) =time2; 
run(pairs,3) = run(pairs,3)+diff/i; 

end 
end 
end 

for x=1:pairs 
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run(x,3) = run(x,3)/1000; 
end 
%% select the prper window 
val = 100900000000000; 

for x = 3:length(run) 
if run(x-2,3)>run(x-1,3) && run(x-1,3)<run(x,3) && run(x-1,3)<val && 

run(x-1,1)<4 
windowSize = run(x-1,1); 
val = run(x-1,3); 

end 
end 

%% 
s = Lamb_Project.Date; 
newDate = strrep(s, '_' , '/' ); 

figure (1) 
subplot(1,3,1) 
hold on 
plot(run(:,1),run(:,3)) 
title([newDate, ' Stationary WindowSize Selection' ]) 
xlabel( 'Window Size in Seconds' , 'fontsize' , 18) 
ylabel( 'Average Absolute Error in the First 50Hz (dB)' , 'fontsize' , 18) 
hold off 

% [~,WINDOW] = min(run(:,3)); 
[~,WINDOW1] = max(run(:,3)); 
% windowSize = run(WINDOW,1); 
windowSize1 = run(WINDOW1,1); 
Data = []; 
Data1 = []; 
for x = 1:length(Lamb_Project.WindowSizeSelection.power1) 

if Lamb_Project.WindowSizeSelection.power1{x, 2} == windowSize 
Data = [Data;{Lamb_Project.WindowSizeSelection.power1{x, 

1},Lamb_Project.WindowSizeSelection.Frequencey1{x, 1}}]; 
end 

end 
for x = 1:length(Lamb_Project.WindowSizeSelection.power1) 

if Lamb_Project.WindowSizeSelection.power1{x, 2} == windowSize1 
Data1 = [Data1;{Lamb_Project.WindowSizeSelection.power1{x, 

1},Lamb_Project.WindowSizeSelection.Frequencey1{x, 1}}]; 
end 

end 

figure(1) 
subplot(1,3,2) 
hold on 
for i = 1 :50: length(Data)-51 

plot(cell2mat(Data(i,2)),10*log10(cell2mat(Data(i,1)))) 
end 
title([ 'Power Spectrum of each stationary signal at ' , num2str(windowSize), ' 
secs' ]) 
ylabel( 'Power (dB)' , 'fontsize' , 18) 
xlabel( 'Freq (Hz)' , 'fontsize' , 18) 
xlim([0.5 50]) 
hold off 
subplot(1,3,3) 
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hold on 
for i = 1 :50: length(Data1)-50 

plot(cell2mat(Data1(i,2)),10*log10(cell2mat(Data1(i,1)))) 
end 
title([ 'Power Spectrum of each least stationary signal at ' , 
num2str(windowSize1), ' secs' ]) 
ylabel( 'Power (dB)' , 'fontsize' , 18) 
xlabel( 'Freq (Hz)' , 'fontsize' , 18) 
xlim([0.5 50]) 
hold off 

Calculate AR Parameters 

Lamb_Project.ARPara.Poles = []; 
Lamb_Project.aEEG.ARrate = []; 
for x = 1:length(Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit(:,1)) 

poles = []; 
% aEEG = []; 

Data = Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit{x,2}; 
if x == 1 

Lamb_Project.ARPara.delay = Delay(Data(:,1)); 
end 

Lamb_Project.ARPara.Na=4; 
poles = 

FullSegAR(Data,Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize,500,Lamb_Project.ARPara.Na,Lamb 
_Project.ARPara.delay); 
% aEEG = aEEG_ThroughSegment(Data(:,1), Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize, 
500); 

Lamb_Project.ARPara.Poles = 
[Lamb_Project.ARPara.Poles;Lamb_Project.events{x,1},poles]; 
% Lamb_Project.aEEG.ARrate = 
[Lamb_Project.aEEG.ARrate;Lamb_Project.events{x,1},aEEG]; 
end 

function [pole] = FullSegAR(Data,windowsize,Fs,Na,delay) 
clear pole 
windosize = windowsize*Fs; 
%plot ploty_n, 1 yes or othersize no 
iteration = 1; 
T = Data(:,2); 
Data1 = Data(:,1); 
pole= zeros(1,5); 

for p = 1:windosize:length(Data1) 
if p+windosize<(length(Data1)) 
data = Data1(p:p+windosize-1,1); 
poles = AR_lamb(data,Na,delay); 

for i = 1:length(poles) 
pole(iteration,i) = poles(i); 

end 
end 

iteration = iteration +1; 
end 
pole(1:iteration-1,5) = T(1:windosize:p); 

end 

function [theta_LS,Mout,Error] = AR_lamb(data, Na, Nk ) 
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omega = zeros(length(data)-Nk-Na,(Na)); 
Length = length(omega); 
for x = 1:max([Na]) 

if x<=Na 
for i = 1+Na:length(data)-Nk 

omega(i-max(Na),x)= -1*data(i-x+Nk+1,1); 
%needs to start the output of input+delay+1 

compared to the input 
%IE if the delay is six steps and the input 

starts at 1 
%the output should be 2+6 or output of the matrix 

at position 
%eight*-1 

end 
end%output set DO NOT TOUCH 

end 
Y = []; 
for p = Na+Nk+2:length(data) 

Y = [Y;data(p,1)]; 
end 

Omega = omega(1:length(Y),:); 
part = (transpose(Omega)* Omega); 
parti = inv(part); 
theta = parti*transpose(Omega); 
theta_LS = theta*Y; 
Mout = zeros(length(Omega),1); 

for i = 1:Na 
for x=1:length(Y) 

Mout(x,1) = Mout(x,1)+theta_LS(i)*omega(x,i); 
end 

end 
for x = 1:length(Mout) 

Error(x) = (data(Nk+Na+1+x)-Mout(x)); 
end 
Error=Error'; 
end 

%% clear 
clear Data delay poles x i Ii j p E fLines removedData Filter_EEG1 aEEG CA 
dataCA removedDataCA 

%% Collect the oxygenation Data 
for x = 1:length(Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplitCA) 
D = Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplitCA{x, 2} ; 
D(:,2) = D(:,2)/100; 
for i = 1:length(D) 
D(i,1) = D(i,1)*D(i,2); 
end 
data = [D(:,1),D(:,3)]; 
Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplitCA{x, 2} = data; 
end 

%% time sort the data for all subjects 
ControlP = Lamb_Project.ARPara.Poles{1,2}; 
ControlP(:,6) = 1; 
Hypoxia2P = Lamb_Project.ARPara.Poles{2,2}; 
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Hypoxia2P(:,6) = 2; 
Hypoxia3P = Lamb_Project.ARPara.Poles{3,2}; 
Hypoxia3P(:,6) = 2; 
IschemicP = [Hypoxia2P;Hypoxia3P]; 
Recoveryp = Lamb_Project.ARPara.Poles{4,2}; 
Recoveryp(:,6) = 3; 
DataS= [Lamb_Project.Data.RemovedData.EEG.Seizure]; 
Spoles = 
FullSegAR(DataS,Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize,500,Lamb_Project.ARPara.Na,Lam 
b_Project.ARPara.delay); 
Spoles(:,6) = 4; 
poles = [ControlP;IschemicP;Recoveryp;Spoles]; 
sortedTimeP= sortrows(poles, 5); 
EEG1 = [Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit{1,2}]; 
EEG1(:,3) = 1; 
EEG2 = 
[Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit{2,2};Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit{3,2}]; 
EEG2(:,3) = 2; 
EEG3 = [Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit{4,2}]; 
EEG3(:,3) = 3; 
EEGS = Lamb_Project.Data.RemovedData.EEG.Seizure; 
EEGS(:,3) = 4; 
EEG = [EEG1;EEG2;EEG3;EEGS]; 
sortEEG=sortrows(EEG, 2); 
CA1 = [Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplitCA{1,2}]; 
CA1(:,3) = 1; 
CA2 = 
[Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplitCA{2,2};Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplitCA{3,2 
}]; 
CA2(:,3) = 2; 
CA3 = [Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplitCA{4,2}]; 
CA3(:,3) = 3; 
CAS = Lamb_Project.Data.RemovedData.CAflow.Seizure; 
CAS(:,3) = 4; 
CA = [CA1;CA2;CA3;CAS]; 
sortCA=sortrows(CA, 2); 

%% clear 
clear Spoles Recoveryp poles IschemicP Hypoxia2P Hypoxia3P EEGS EEG1 EEG2 
EEG3 DataS ControlP EEG CA1 CA2 CA3 CAS CA CAflow cleanedCA oxy 

Parameter Segment Plot 

% plot 
pole1 = 1; 
pole2 = 2; 
pole3 = 3; 
s = Lamb_Project.Date; 
newDate = strrep(s, '_' , '/' ); 
C = []; 
figure(1) 
hold on 

subplot(1,3,3) 
hold on 
plot(NaN, 'Color' ,[0 0 1], 'DisplayName' , 'Control' ) 
plot(NaN, 'Color' ,[0 1 0], 'DisplayName' , 'Hypoxia' ) 
plot(NaN, 'Color' ,[1 0 0], 'DisplayName' , 'ROSC' ) 
plot(NaN, 'Color' ,[1 1 0], 'DisplayName' , 'Seizure ' ) 
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legend( 'show' ) 
hold off 

figure(1) 
for x = 1:length(sortedTimeP) 

EEG = 
[sortEEG((x*Lamb_Project.samplingFreq*Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize+1 -
Lamb_Project.samplingFreq*Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize:x*Lamb_Project.sampl 
ingFreq*Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize+1),2), ... 

sortEEG((x*Lamb_Project.samplingFreq*Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize+1 -
Lamb_Project.samplingFreq*Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize:x*Lamb_Project.sampl 
ingFreq*Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize+1),1)]; 

CA= 
[sortEEG((x*Lamb_Project.samplingFreq*Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize+1 -
Lamb_Project.samplingFreq*Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize:x*Lamb_Project.sampl 
ingFreq*Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize+1),2), ... 

sortCA((x*Lamb_Project.samplingFreq*Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize+1 -
Lamb_Project.samplingFreq*Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize:x*Lamb_Project.sampl 
ingFreq*Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize+1),1)]; 

if (sortedTimeP(x,6)==1);C = [0 0 1]; end ; if (sortedTimeP(x,6)==2);C = [0 1 
0 ]; end ; if (sortedTimeP(x,6)==3);C = [1 0 0]; end ; if (sortedTimeP(x,6)==4);C = 
[1 1 0]; end ; 

figure(1) 
subplot(1,3,1) 

hold on 

scatter3(sortedTimeP(x,pole1),sortedTimeP(x,pole2),sortedTimeP(x,pole3), 'Mark 
erEdgeColor' ,C, 'MarkerFaceColor' ,C) 

xlabel([ 'Ar parameter ' ,num2str(pole1)]) 
ylabel([ 'Ar parameter ' ,num2str(pole2)]) 
zlabel([ 'Ar parameter ' ,num2str(pole3)]) 
xlim([-4 0]) 
ylim([0 5.5]) 
zlim([ -4 2]) 
view(325,10) 
title([newDate, ' Ar Parameter plot' ]) 

subplot(1,3,2) 
hold on 

scatter3(sortedTimeP(x,pole1),sortedTimeP(x,pole2),sortedTimeP(x,pole3), 'Mark 
erEdgeColor' ,C, 'MarkerFaceColor' ,C) 

xlim([-3.75 -2.5]) 
ylim([3.5 5.5]) 
zlim([ -4 -2.5]) 
view(310,10) 
xlabel([ 'Ar parameter ' ,num2str(pole1)]) 
ylabel([ 'Ar parameter ' ,num2str(pole2)]) 
zlabel([ 'Ar parameter ' ,num2str(pole3)]) 
title([newDate, ' Ar Parameter plot zoomed' ]) 

subplot(1,3,3) 
hold on 
plot(EEG(:,1)/500,EEG(:,2), 'Color' ,C) 
xlabel( 'Time (sec)' ) 
ylabel( 'EEG (mV)' ) 
title([newDate, ' EEG data' ]) 
hold off 
hold off 
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end 
hold off 
%% clear 
clear Controla ControlP Hypoxiaa HypoxiaP pole1 pole2 pole3 Recoverya 
Recoveryp x 

%% generate the data for the AR histograms 
if exist( 'C:\Users\bjhagan\Desktop\Thesis\Data\Arpara\ArPara.mat' )==2 
load( 'C:\Users\bjhagan\Desktop\Thesis\Data\Arpara\ArPara.mat' , 'ArPara' ) 
Data = ArPara.Data; 
else 

Data = []; 
end 

D = Lamb_Project.ARPara.Poles; 
S = []; 

for x = 1:length(Lamb_Project.ARPara.Poles(:,1)) 
S=[S; string(Lamb_Project.Date+ '_' +cell2mat(D(x,1)))] ; 

end 
for x= 1:length(Lamb_Project.ARPara.Poles(:,1)) 

Data = [Data;{S(x)},Lamb_Project.ARPara.Poles(x,2)]; 
end 
ArPara.Data = Data; 
save(char( 'C:\Users\bjhagan\Desktop\Thesis\Data\' +string(Lamb_Project.Date)+ ' 
\Final.mat' ), 'Lamb_Project' ) 
save( 'C:\Users\bjhagan\Desktop\Thesis\Data\Arpara\ArPara.mat' , 'ArPara' ) 
clear D S Data x 

Parameter Histogram 

%% Histogram 
Data =[]; 
Length = []; 
for x = 1:length(ArPara.Data) 

Data = [Data; ArPara.Data{x,2}]; 
Length = [Length; length(ArPara.Data{x,2})]; 

end 
for i = 2:length(ArPara.Data) 

Param(i,1)= {Data(Length(i-1):Length(i-1)+Length(i),1:4)}; 
S = split(ArPara.Data{i,1}, '_' ); 
s = size(S); 
if s(1)==3; 
Param{i,2}= (S(1)+S(2)); 
Param{i,3}= S(3); 
elseif s(1)==4; 
Param{i,2}= (S(1)+S(2)+S(3)); 
Param{i,3}= S(4); 
end 

end 
Param(1,1)= {Data(1:Length(1),1:4)}; 
S = split(ArPara.Data{1,1}, '_' ); 
Param{1,2}= (S(1)+S(2)); 
Param{1,3}= S(3); 
for x = 1:length(Param) 

if (Param{x,2}== '1116' ) 
Param{x,4} = [1 0 0]; 

elseif (Param{x,2}== '1213' ) 
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Param{x,4} = [0 1 0]; 
elseif (Param{x,2}== '1115' ) 

Param{x,4} = [0 0 1]; 
elseif (Param{x,2}== '11162' ) 

Param{x,4} = [1 1 0]; 
elseif (Param{x,2}== '326' ) 

Param{x,4} = [0 1 1]; 

end 
end 
hold on 
for x = 1:4 

figure(x) 
hold on 
histogram(0, 'FaceColor' ,[1 0 0], 'DisplayName' , '11/16-1' ) 
histogram(0, 'FaceColor' ,[0 1 0], 'DisplayName' , '12/13' ) 
histogram(0, 'FaceColor' ,[0 0 1], 'DisplayName' , '11/15' ) 
histogram(0, 'FaceColor' ,[1 1 0], 'DisplayName' , '11/16-2' ) 
histogram(0, 'FaceColor' ,[0 1 1], 'DisplayName' , '3/26' ) 
legend( 'show' ) 

end 
for i = 1:length(Param) 

q = Param{i,1}; 
c = Param{i,4}; 
b = 'none' ; 
if (Param{i,2}== '1115' ) 

b = c; 
end 

for j = 1:4 
figure(j) 
hold on 

histogram(q(:,j), 'EdgeColor' ,c, 'FaceColor' ,b, 'BinWidth' ,0.025, 'Normalization' 
, 'Count' ) 

xlabel([ 'Ar(' ,num2str(j), ') Parameter Value' ], 'fontsize' ,18) 
ylabel( 'Count' , 'fontsize' ,18) 
title([ 'Ar(' ,num2str(j), ') Parameter Values for All 

Subjects' ], 'fontsize' ,18) 
hold off 
end 

end 
hold off 
hold off 

Classification 

%% relabel the plot with the classifier decision trees 
load( 'C:\Users\bjhagan\Desktop\Thesis\Classifier\ClaAAssifier.mat' ) 
% label the seizure data 
Data = sortedTimeP(:,1:5); 
slabels = 
Classifier.Classifier.SeizureClassifier.predictFcn(Data(:,1:4));slabels(:) = 
(slabels(:)-1)*3; 
parse = [Data(:,1:5),slabels]; Seizurous_Data = parse(parse(:,6)==3, :); 
NonSeizurous_Data = parse(parse(:,6)~=3, 1:5); 
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% hypoxic 
Hlabels= 
Classifier.Classifier.HypoxiaClassifier.predictFcn(NonSeizurous_Data(:,1:4)); 
Data = [NonSeizurous_Data,Hlabels]; Data1 = [Data;Seizurous_Data]; 
sortClassifierLabeled = sortrows(Data1, 5); 

%% clear 
Lamb_Project.FinalClassifier.Seizure = 
Classifier.Classifier.SeizureClassifier; 
Lamb_Project.FinalClassifier.Hypoxic = 
Classifier.Classifier.HypoxiaClassifier; 
Lamb_Project.ARPara.ClassifierSorted = sortClassifierLabeled; 
clearvars -except Lamb_Project sortEEG sortCA 

Classifier Labeled Plots 

%% plot classifier labeled data 
s = Lamb_Project.Date; 
newDate = strrep(s, '_' , '/' ); 
pole = Lamb_Project.ARPara.ClassifierSorted; EEG = sortEEG(:,1); 
Fs = 500; 
pole1 = 1; pole2 = 2; pole3= 3; 
hold on 

figure(1) 
subplot(1,3,3) 
hold on 
plot(NaN, 'Color' ,[0 0 1], 'DisplayName' , 'Control' ) 
plot(NaN, 'Color' ,[0 1 0], 'DisplayName' , 'Hypoxia' ) 
plot(NaN, 'Color' ,[1 1 0], 'DisplayName' , 'Seizure ' ) 
legend( 'show' ) 
hold off 

% hold on 
% % figure(2) 
% % subplot(1,2,2) 
% % hold on 
% % plot(NaN,'Color',[0 0 1],'DisplayName', 'Control') 
% % plot(NaN,'Color',[0 1 0],'DisplayName', 'Hypoxia') 
% % plot(NaN,'Color',[1 1 0],'DisplayName', 'Seizure ') 
% % legend('show') 
% hold off 
for x = 1:length(pole) 

if (pole(x,6)==1); c = [0 0 1]; end ; if (pole(x,6)==2); c = [0 1 0]; end ; 
if (pole(x,6)==3); c = [1 1 0]; end ; 

figure(1) 
subplot(1,3,1) 
hold on 

scatter3(pole(x,pole1),pole(x,pole2),pole(x,pole3), 'MarkerEdgeColor' ,c, 'Marke 
rFaceColor' ,c) 

xlabel([ 'Ar parameter ' ,num2str(pole1)]) 
ylabel([ 'Ar parameter ' ,num2str(pole2)]) 
zlabel([ 'Ar parameter ' ,num2str(pole3)]) 
xlim([-4 0]) 
ylim([0 5.5]) 
zlim([ -4 2]) 
title([newDate, ' Lamb Ar Parameter plot with classifier labels' ]) 
view(325,10) 

subplot(1,3,2) 
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hold on 

scatter3(pole(x,pole1),pole(x,pole2),pole(x,pole3), 'MarkerEdgeColor' ,c, 'Marke 
rFaceColor' ,c) 

xlabel([ 'Ar parameter ' ,num2str(pole1)]) 
ylabel([ 'Ar parameter ' ,num2str(pole2)]) 
zlabel([ 'Ar parameter ' ,num2str(pole3)]) 

xlim([-3.75 -2.5]) 
ylim([3.5 5.5]) 
zlim([ -4 -2.5]) 

view(325,10) 
title([newDate, ' Lamb Ar Parameter plot with classifier labels 

zoomed' ]) 
subplot(1,3,3) 
hold on 
plot((Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize*Fs*(x) -

Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize*Fs+1:Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize*Fs*x)/500, 
EEG(Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize*Fs*(x) -
Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize*Fs+1:Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize*Fs*x,1), 'C 
olor' ,c) 

title([newDate, ' Cleaned EEG data with classifier class labels' ]) 
xlabel([ 'Time in sec' ]) 
ylabel([ 'EEG mV' ]) 
hold off 

% subplot(1,2,2) 
% hold on 
% plot((Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize*Fs*(x) -
Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize*Fs+1:Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize*Fs*x)/500, 
sortCA(Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize*Fs*(x) -
Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize*Fs+1:Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize*Fs*x,1),'C 
olor',c) 
% title([newDate ,' Carotid Artery Flow classifier class labels * SpO2']) 
% xlabel(['Time in sec']) 
% ylabel([newDate,'CAflow mL/min * SpO2']) 
% hold off 
end 
hold off 
hold off 
hold off 

Validation 

Horners reconstruction 

%% power spectrum reconstruction 
k = randi([1 length(Lamb_Project.events )]); 
Poles = Lamb_Project.ARPara.Poles{1, 2}; 
Data = Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit{1, 2}; 
Fs = Lamb_Project.samplingFreq; 
windowsize = Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize; 
i = randi([1 length(Poles)]); 
pole = [1,Poles(i,1:4)]; 
data= windowsize*i*Fs; 
Data = Data(data:data+windowsize*Fs); 
s = Lamb_Project.Date; 
newDate = strrep(s, '_' , '/' ); 
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%% 
figure(1) 

subplot(1,2,1) 
% x = randn(1000,1); 
% y = filter(1,pole,x); 
% [Pxx,F] = pburg(y,4,[],Fs); 
[H,F] = freqz(1,pole,[],Fs); 
plot(F,20*log10(abs(H))) 
title([newDate, ' AR System Frequency Response' ]) 
xlabel( 'Frequency (Hz)' ) 
%% 
figure(1) 

N1 = length(Data); 
xdft1 = fft(Data); 
xdft1 = xdft1(1:N1/2+1); 
psdx1 = (1/(Fs*N1)) * abs(xdft1).^2; 
psdx1(2:end-1) = 2*psdx1(2:end-1); 
freq1 = 0:Fs/length(Data):Fs/2; 
subplot(1,2,2) 
plot(freq1', 10*log10(psdx1)) 
xlabel( 'Frequency (Hz)' ) 
title( 'Actual calculated power spectrum' ) 

Oxygenation Data 

% create oxygenation plots 
EEG = Lamb_Project.Data.completeRawEegData; 
% CAflow = Lamb_Project.Data.completeCAflowData; 
data_filename = 'C:\Users\bjhagan\Desktop\Thesis\Data\11_15\11-15-17 epi 
Text.txt' ; 
CAflow = csvread(data_filename,0,10,[0, 10,length(EEG)-1 , 10]); 

filename = 'C:\Users\bjhagan\Desktop\Thesis\Data\11_15\Events11_15.xlsx' ; 
% samplingFreq = 500; 
% [ Events ] = eventsFromExcelSheet(filename,samplingFreq); 
% row = cellfun(@(x) strcmp(x,'ROSC')==1, Events); 
% row = row(:,1); 
% i = 0; 
% for x = 1:length(row) 
% if row(x,1)==1 
% i = x ; 
% break ; 
% end 
% end 
% Recoveryp = Events{i,2}; 
% p = Events{i,2}+10*60*samplingFreq; 

%% 
% EEG =EEG(1:p,1);CAflow = CAflow(1:p,1); 
EEG(:,2) = (1:length(EEG));CAflow(:,3) = (1:length(CAflow)); 
filename = 
'C:\Users\bjhagan\Desktop\Thesis\Data\11_15\Oxygen11_15.xlsx' ;Oxygen = 
readtable(filename);time = table2array(Oxygen(:,4));SpO = 
table2array(Oxygen(:,5)); Start = table2array(Oxygen(1,2)); 
for x = 1:length(time) 

time1(x,1) = ((time(x,1)-Start)*24*60*60*Lamb_Project.samplingFreq); 
end 
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OxyData = [time1,SpO]; 
extrapOxyData = zeros(length(CAflow),1); 
for x = 2:length(OxyData(:,1)) 

i = OxyData(x-1,1); j=OxyData(x,1); 
extrapOxyData(i:j,1) = OxyData(x,2); 

end 
extrapOxyData(1:OxyData(1,1)) = OxyData(1,2); 
CAflow(:,2) = extrapOxyData(1:length(CAflow(:,1))); 
%% 
clearvars -except CAflow Lamb_Project 
%% 
for x = 1:length(CAflow) 

Oxy_in(x,1) = CAflow(x,1)/60*(CAflow(x,2)/100) ; 
end 
%% 
EEG = []; 
for x = 1:length(Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit) 

EEG = [EEG; Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit{x, 2}]; 
end 
%% moving average filter the CA flow and the Oxy in 
Data= []; 
spacing = 500; 
Data = zeros(length(CAflow),3); 
for x=1:spacing:length(CAflow) 

Data(x:x+(spacing-1),1) = mean(CAflow(x:x+(spacing-1),1)); 
Data(x:x+(spacing-1),2) = mean(Oxy_in(x:x+(spacing-1),1)); 
Data(x:x+(spacing-1),3) = CAflow(x,2); 

end 

%% 
s = Lamb_Project.Date; 

newDate = strrep(s, '_' , '/' ); 
Data(:,4) = 1:length(Data); Data(:,4)=Data(:,4)/500; 
M1 = max(Data(:,1));M2 = max(Data(:,2)); 
for i = 1 : length(Data) 

Data(i,1) = Data(i,1)/M1; 
Data(i,2) = Data(i,2)/M2; 
Data(i,3) = Data(i,3)/100; 

end 
%% 
figure 
hold on 
plot(EEG(:,2)/500,EEG(:,1), '-k' , 'DisplayName' , 'EEG' ) 
plot(Data(:,4),Data(:,1), '-g' , 'DisplayName' , 'Normalized Flow' ) 
plot(Data(:,4),Data(:,2), '-r' , 'DisplayName' , 'Normalized O2 Influx' ) 
plot(Data(:,4),Data(:,3), '--b' , 'DisplayName' , 'SpO2' ) 
legend( 'show' ) 
title([newDate, ' Oxygen Influx' ]) 
hold off 
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Training Classifiers 

1st Ictal Identification Classifier 

filename = 'C:\Users\bjhagan\Desktop\NeoNatal lamb data\11_16\chb05_13.edf' ; 
[data, header] = readEDF(filename); 
filename1 = 'C:\Users\bjhagan\Desktop\NeoNatal lamb data\11_16\chb05_16.edf' ; 
[data1, header1] = readEDF(filename1); 
filename2 = 'C:\Users\bjhagan\Desktop\NeoNatal lamb data\11_16\chb05_17.edf' ; 
[data2, header2] = readEDF(filename2); 
filename0 = 'C:\Users\bjhagan\Desktop\NeoNatal lamb data\11_16\chb05_06.edf' ; 
[data0, header0] = readEDF(filename0); 
%Read the times for the seizure 

% From website File Start Time: 05:22:15 
% File End Time: 6:22:15 
% Number of Seizures in File: 1 
% Seizure Start Time: 1086 seconds 
% Seizure End Time: 1196 seconds 

%used CZ column pz column to classify 
% Sampling freq given at 256 Hz 
Fs = 256; 
%used 17 data to classify 
Data1 = data{1,17}; 
Data2 = data0{1,17}; 
Data3 =data1{1,17}; 
Data4 = data2{1,17}; 
Data = [Data1;Data2;Data3;Data4]; 

% one hour or 3600 seconds of data 
S_start = Fs * 1086; 
S_end = Fs * 1196; 
S_start1 = 3600*Fs+Fs*417; 
S_end1 = 3600*Fs+Fs*532; 
S_start2 = 3600*Fs*2+2317*Fs; 
S_end2 = Fs*3600*2+2413*Fs; 
S_start3 = Fs*3600*3+Fs*2451; 
S_end3 = Fs*3600*3+Fs*2571; 
S_Data = []; 
for x = 1:length(Data) 

if x >S_start && x<S_end | x >S_start1 && x<S_end1 | x >S_start2 && 
x<S_end2 |x >S_start3 && x<S_end3 

S_Data = [S_Data;Data(x),1]; 
else 

S_Data = [S_Data;Data(x),0]; 
end 

end 
%% clear data 
Classifer.Files.One= filename;Classifer.Files.Two = 
filename0;Classifer.Files.Three = filename1;Classifer.Files.Four = 
filename2;Classifer.SamplingFreq = Fs; 
Classifer.Data.EEG = Data; Classifer.Data.timeOfSeizure = {1,[S_start 
S_end];2,[S_start1 S_end1];3,[S_start2 S_end2];4,[S_start3 S_end3]}; 
Classifer.LabeledData = S_Data; 
clear Data1 data0 data data1 data2 Data2 Data3 Data4 i L S_end S_end1 S_end2 
S_end3 S_start S_start1 S_start2 S_start3 x header header0 header1 header2 
filename filename0 filename1 filename2 Data 
%% Start to get the bandpower in the 35-40Hz and the 12-15Hz ratio 
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SFreq = []; 
AFreq = []; 
for x = 1:50:length(S_Data) 

SFreq(x:x+49) =bandpower(S_Data(x:x+49,1),Fs,[35 40]); 
AFreq(x:x+49) =bandpower(S_Data(x:x+49,1),Fs,[12 15]); 

end 
SFreq = SFreq';AFreq = AFreq'; 
A_ave = mean(AFreq(:,1));S_ave = mean(SFreq(:,1)); 

sS = SFreq(:,1)/S_ave; 
sA = AFreq(:,1)/A_ave; 
S = [sS,sA,S_Data(:,2)]; 

%Run classification learner toolbox on S with first two columns as predictors 
nd last as response 

2nd Ictal identification and Hypoxic classifier 

% need to take my trained seziure classifier and using the classifier to 
% try and relabel and plot the EEG 
%first step to import all subject EEG 
load( 'C:\Users\bjhagan\Desktop\Class1.Mat' ); 
Lamb =load( 'C:\Users\bjhagan\Desktop\Thesis\Data\11_16\Final.mat' ); 
Lamb1EEG = []; 
for i = 1:length(Lamb.Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit) 

Lamb1EEG = [Lamb1EEG;Lamb.Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit{i,2}]; 
end 
Lamb1.EEG = Lamb1EEG; 
Lamb1.windowsize = Lamb.Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize; 
clear Lamb Lamb1EEG i 

Lamb =load( 'C:\Users\bjhagan\Desktop\Thesis\Data\12_13\Final.mat' ); 
Lamb2EEG = []; 
for i = 1:length(Lamb.Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit) 

Lamb2EEG = [Lamb2EEG;Lamb.Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit{i,2}]; 
end 
Lamb2.EEG = Lamb2EEG; 
Lamb2.windowsize = Lamb.Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize; 
clear Lamb Lamb2EEG i 

Lamb =load( 'C:\Users\bjhagan\Desktop\Thesis\Data\11_16_2\Final.mat' ); 
Lamb3EEG = []; 
for i = 1:length(Lamb.Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit) 

Lamb3EEG = [Lamb3EEG;Lamb.Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit{i,2}]; 
end 
Lamb3.EEG = Lamb3EEG; 
Lamb3.windowsize = Lamb.Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize; 
clear Lamb Lamb3EEG i 

Lamb =load( 'C:\Users\bjhagan\Desktop\Thesis\Data\11_15\Final.mat' ); 
Lamb4EEG = []; 
for i = 1:length(Lamb.Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit) 

Lamb4EEG = [Lamb4EEG;Lamb.Lamb_Project.Data.FilteredSplit{i,2}]; 
end 
Lamb4.EEG = Lamb4EEG; 
Lamb4.windowsize = Lamb.Lamb_Project.ARPara.windowSize; 
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clear Lamb Lamb4EEG i 
%% Now have all the EEG data in subjects specific structs need to train the 
sezure classifier first 
% label the pole data based on 
D1 = Classifier.Classifier.TrainData.sub1116; 
D3 = Classifier.Classifier.TrainData.sub11162; 
D2 = Classifier.Classifier.TrainData.sub1213; 
D4 = Classifier.Classifier.TrainData.sub1115; 
Data = [D1;D2;D3;D4]; 
clear D1 D2 D3 D4 sortedTimeP 
%% train classifier 1 on seziure data and remove 
S_Classifier = [Data(:,1:4),Data(:,7)]; 
% train classififer here 
Classifier.Classifier.SeizureClassifier = trainedClassifier; 
Classifier.Classifier.SeizureClassifier.Datatrained = S_Classifier; 
clear S_Classifier 
%% 
sub1 = Classifier.Classifier.TrainData.sub1116(:,1:4); 
slabels = Classifier.Classifier.SeizureClassifier.predictFcn(sub1); 
Lamb1.slabels(:) = (slabels(:)-1)*3; 
Lamb1.slabels=Lamb1.slabels'; 
sub2 = Classifier.Classifier.TrainData.sub1213(:,1:4); 
slabels = Classifier.Classifier.SeizureClassifier.predictFcn(sub2); 
Lamb2.slabels(:) = (slabels(:)-1)*3; 
Lamb2.slabels=Lamb2.slabels'; 
sub3 = Classifier.Classifier.TrainData.sub11162(:,1:4); 
slabels = Classifier.Classifier.SeizureClassifier.predictFcn(sub3); 
Lamb3.slabels(:) = (slabels(:)-1)*3; 
Lamb3.slabels=Lamb3.slabels'; 
sub4 = Classifier.Classifier.TrainData.sub1115(:,1:4); 
slabels = Classifier.Classifier.SeizureClassifier.predictFcn(sub4); 
Lamb4.slabels(:) = (slabels(:)-1)*3; 
Lamb4.slabels=Lamb4.slabels'; 
clear slabels sub1 sub2 sub3 sub4 
%% 
slabels = Classifier.Classifier.SeizureClassifier.predictFcn(Data(:,1:4)); 
slabels(:) = (slabels(:)-1)*3; 
parse = [Data(:,1:6),slabels]; 
Seizurous_Data = parse(parse(:,7)==3, 1:6); 
NonSeizurous_Data = parse(parse(:,7)~=3, 1:6); 
Seizurous_Data = 
[Seizurous_Data;NonSeizurous_Data(NonSeizurous_Data(:,6)==3,1:6)]; 
NonSeizurous_Data(NonSeizurous_Data(:,6)==3,:)=[]; 
Classifier.Classifier.SeizureData = Seizurous_Data; 
clear parse L_4_seziure slabels Time Seizurous_Data 
%% 
% generate classifier 
% Classifier.Classifier.HypoxiaClassifier = trainedClassifier; 
D = NonSeizurous_Data(:,1:4); 
Hlabels= Classifier.Classifier.HypoxiaClassifier.predictFcn(D); 
D_hyp = [D,Hlabels,NonSeizurous_Data(:,5)]; 
subject =1; 
for x = 2:length(D_hyp) 

if D_hyp(x-1,6)>D_hyp(x,6) 
subject = subject +1; 
D_hyp(x-1,7) = subject; 

else 
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D_hyp(x-1,7) = subject; 
end 

end 
D_hyp(x,7) = subject; 
s = Classifier.Classifier.SeizureData(:,1:5);s(1:length(s),6)=3; 
subject =1; 
for x = 2:length(s) 

if s(x-1,5)>s(x,5) 
subject = subject +1; 
s(x-1,7) = subject; 

else 
s(x-1,7) = subject; 

end 
end 
s(x,7) = subject; 
for x =length(s):-1:1 

if s(x,7)==5 
s(x,:)=[]; 

end 
end 
o = s(:,6); 
s(:,6) = s(:,5); 
s(:,5) =o(:,1); 
Data_classifierlabels = [D_hyp;s]; 
%% 
sort =sortrows(Data_classifierlabels, 7); 
Sub1Data = sort(sort(:,7)==1, 1:6); Sub1sort = sortrows(Sub1Data, 6); 
Sub2Data = sort(sort(:,7)==2, 1:6); Sub2sort = sortrows(Sub2Data, 6); 
Sub3Data = sort(sort(:,7)==3, 1:6); Sub3sort = sortrows(Sub3Data, 6); 
Sub4Data = sort(sort(:,7)==4, 1:6); Sub4sort = sortrows(Sub4Data, 6); 
clearvars -except Classifier Sub1sort Sub2sort Sub3sort Sub4sort Lamb1 Lamb2 
Lamb3 Lamb4 
%% 
Lamb4.Data.ClassLabeled = Sub4sort(:,1:5); Lamb2.Data.ClassLabeled = 
Sub2sort(:,1:5); Lamb3.Data.ClassLabeled = Sub3sort(:,1:5); 
Lamb1.Data.ClassLabeled = Sub1sort(:,1:5); 
clear Sub1sort Sub2sort Sub3sort Sub4sort 
%% 
D = Lamb4.Data.ClassLabeled; 
EEG = Lamb4.EEG(:,1); 
Fs = 500; 
pole1 = 1; pole2 = 2; pole3= 3; 
figure 
hold on 
for x = 1:length(D) 

if (D(x,5)==1); c = [0 0 1]; end ; if (D(x,5)==2); c = [0 1 0]; end ; 
if (D(x,5)==3); c = [1 1 0]; end ; 

subplot(1,3,1) 
hold on 

scatter3(D(x,pole1),D(x,pole2),D(x,pole3), 'MarkerEdgeColor' ,c, 'MarkerFaceColo 
r' ,c) 

xlabel([ 'Ar parameter ' ,num2str(pole1)]) 
ylabel([ 'Ar parameter ' ,num2str(pole2)]) 
zlabel([ 'Ar parameter ' ,num2str(pole3)]) 
xlim([-4 0]) 
ylim([0 5.5]) 
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zlim([ -4 2]) 
title( '11/15 Lamb Ar Parameter plot with classifier labels' ) 
view(325,10) 

subplot(1,3,2) 
hold on 

scatter3(D(x,pole1),D(x,pole2),D(x,pole3), 'MarkerEdgeColor' ,c, 'MarkerFaceColo 
r' ,c) 

xlabel([ 'Ar parameter ' ,num2str(pole1)]) 
ylabel([ 'Ar parameter ' ,num2str(pole2)]) 
zlabel([ 'Ar parameter ' ,num2str(pole3)]) 

xlim([-3.75 -2.5]) 
ylim([3.5 5.5]) 
zlim([ -4 -2.5]) 

view(325,10) 
title( '11/15 Lamb Ar Parameter plot with classifier labels zoomed' ) 

subplot(1,3,3) 
hold on 
plot((Lamb4.windowsize*Fs*(x)-

Lamb4.windowsize*Fs+1:Lamb4.windowsize*Fs*x)/500,EEG(Lamb4.windowsize*Fs*(x) -
Lamb4.windowsize*Fs+1:Lamb4.windowsize*Fs*x,1), 'Color' ,c) 

title( '11/15 Cleaned EEG data with classifier class labels' ) 
xlabel([ 'Time in sec' ]) 
ylabel([ 'EEG mV' ]) 
hold off 

end 
hold off 
hold off 
hold off 
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